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ABSTRACT 

Business Intelligence in Performance Management of Agile Programs 

Jyri Kangasharju 

University of Oulu, Industrial Engineering and Management 

Master’s thesis 2020, 111 pp. + 2 appendixes 

Supervisors at the university: Kirsi Aaltonen, Jaakko Kujala 

This thesis was conducted for a case company with the primary objective of designing a 

business intelligence dashboard to be used in the management of agile programs. The aim 

is to increase the knowledge within the topic and to solve problems that the case company 

has with the lack of coherent and modern data-driven performance management practices. 

One of the paramount objectives of this thesis is to reduce the time consumed for manual 

performance reporting activities and therefore improve the productivity and efficiency 

within the program management processes and practices.  

Design science is used as the primary research method in this study. However, the existing 

literature is also reviewed to explore what has already been studied within the topic and 

to identify the best practices to be exploited in designing the dashboard. The current state 

analysis of the case company is conducted and requirements for the dashboard are 

identified via a survey and interviews. Based on empirical research, two business 

intelligence dashboards are designed to cover the identified use cases for the performance 

management of agile programs.  

This thesis contributes to program management and business intelligence research. 

Especially, agile program management is discussed at a rather practical level and a set of 

performance metrics to be used in it is proposed.  The use of business intelligence is 

demonstrated through performance management methods. The results of this study can 

also be used for further research purposes. Therefore, this study makes clear scientific 

contributions in addition to the evident practical implications. 

Keywords: agile software development, business intelligence, performance management, 

program management 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Business Intelligence in Performance Management of Agile Programs 

Jyri Kangasharju 

Oulun yliopisto, tuotantotalous 

Diplomityö 2020, 111 sivua + 2 liitettä 

Ohjaajat yliopistolla: Kirsi Aaltonen, Jaakko Kujala 

Tämän opinnäytetyön tavoitteena on suunnitella kohdeyritykselle business intelligence-

raportointinäkymät hyödynnettäväksi ketterien ohjelmien johtamisessa. Työssä pyritään 

tarjoamaan ratkaisu kohdeyrityksen ongelmiin ja parantamaan johdonmukaisuutta 

nykypäiväisten datalähtöisten suorituskyvyn johtamiskäytäntöjen kautta. Yksi tämän 

opinnäytetyön keskeisimmistä tavoitteista on saada vähennettyä manuaalisiin 

raportointitoimenpiteisiin kuluvaa aikaa ja siten parantaa ohjelmajohtamisprosessien ja -

käytäntöjen tehokkuutta ja tuottavuutta. 

Pääasiallisena tutkimusmenetelmänä työssä käytetään Design Science -menetelmää. 

Aikaisempia tutkimuksia käydään läpi osana kirjallisuuskatsausta, jotta saadaan 

kartoitettua, mitä aiheen ympärillä on jo aikaisemmin tutkittu.  Aikaisempia 

tutkimustuloksia hyödynnetään myös hyvien käytäntöjen selvittämisessä 

raportointinäkymän suunnitteluprosessille. Kohdeyrityksen nykytilaa ja sen osoittamia 

vaatimuksia analysoidaan kyselyn ja haastattelujen kautta. Perustuen empiiriseen 

tutkimukseen kaksi raportointinäkymää päätettiin suunnitella kattamaan tunnistetut 

käyttökohteet suorituskyvyn johtamiselle ketterissä ohjelmissa. 

Tämä opinnäytetyö edistää aikaisempaa tutkimusta ohjelmajohtamisen ja business 

intelligencen alalla. Erityisesti tässä työssä käsitellään ketterää ohjelmajohtamista 

käytännön tasolla ja ehdotetaan suorituskyvyn mittareita siinä hyödynnettäväksi. 

Business intelligenceä havainnollistetaan erityisesti suorituskyvyn johtamismenetelmien 

kautta. Työn tuloksia voidaan myös hyödyntää jatkotutkimuksessa, joten työllä on myös 

selkeää tieteellistä kontribuutiota ilmeisten käytännön johtopäätösten lisäksi. 

Avainsanat: ketterä ohjelmistokehitys, business intelligence, suorituskyvyn johtaminen, 

ohjelmajohtaminen  
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Agile 

Approach referring to the use of lightweight methods for managing the changing project 

requirements. Introduces new concepts and practices to be used in the management of 

complex projects.  

Business Intelligence 

Managerial philosophy and a tool that utilizes data to help make business decisions. 

Typically contains the means to transform data into knowledge and to enable data-driven 

decision-making.  

Performance Management 

Process of creating the context for performance measurement. Covers the methods, 

metrics, processes, and tools that are used for managing performance.  

Project 

A temporary process to create a unique product, service, or result within a predefined start 

and end date.  

Program 

An entity with a determined purpose and predefined expectations to the benefits. Is 

typically used as a framework for organizing the effort of managing multiple interrelated 

projects.  

Scaled Agile Framework 

A set of organization and workflow patterns for implementing agile practices at enterprise 

scale. Organized around team, program, and portfolio levels.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

An increasing number of organizations arrange their business through projects and the 

trend is only increasing during the upcoming years (Scoper et al. 2018) However, on 

average just about a third of IT projects meet user needs and are completed based on the 

predefined requirements (Bragen 2018). This is a rather noteworthy issue that many 

organizations today are facing, and it requires new solutions to be used in the management 

of project-based organizations. That is also what this research contributes towards, for 

instance, one possible remedy for this problem is to take advantage of the organizations’ 

data to improve the performance management practices. 

Data is often considered a major trendsetter in today’s business environment. However, 

data as such do not deliver any value, but once transformed into information and put into 

context, new know-how is created (Laursen & Thorlund 2016). This is where business 

intelligence (BI) proves beneficial as it can be used to automatize this knowledge creation 

process (Negash & Gray 2008). Those organizations that understand the importance of 

data utilization and have the abilities for it, possess great potential in their hands.  

This thesis aims at giving guidelines and thoughts for project-based organizations to take 

advantage of their internal data. By doing so, organizations can generate valuable insights 

to improve their operations and to make their daily life a little bit more efficient and 

comfortable. Utilization of capabilities brought by analytics in project business can also 

lead to significant organizational benefits such as improving the accuracy of decisions 

and reducing the time used for decision making (Wang et al. 2018). Considering project-

based organizations, this thesis aims to improve the success rate of development projects 

by better acknowledging the factors influencing the project deliveries.  

BI is beneficial also in the program management context. Program management is used 

for the management of multiple interrelated projects and it brings value through 

operations (Thiry 2010). BI can be integrated with the operations to provide insights into 

the underlying trends (Negash & Gray 2008). The concept of agile calls for the 

acknowledgment of new factors within the traditional program management 

methodologies. Therefore, agile program management takes agile concepts to the 

traditional program management process and creates all-new entities with unique 

practices and metrics to be used within business intelligence. 
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1.1 Background of the study 

Organizations increasingly use projects to achieve their business objectives most 

economically. Schoper et al. (2018) identified that roughly one-third of all economic 

activities are carried out in the form of projects and the trend is only growing in the future. 

This increases the number of projects in the organizations and creates the need for 

program and portfolio management to manage the multitude of simultaneous projects 

ongoing in an organization. Recently, agile methodologies have become more popular in 

project management and they are commonly used as an alternative to the traditional plan-

based and linear way of executing projects (Dingsøyr et al. 2010)  

The case company of this study is a large global software company that has arranged its 

product development with the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe). Briefly mentioned, SAFe 

is a scaled-up model designed for incorporating agile methods in an enterprise context 

(Nuottila et al. 2016). The SAFe model contains team, program, and portfolio dimensions 

(Turetken et al. 2017). In this study, the program dimension is under the highest level of 

attention. However, to create reliable conclusions related to it, understanding the other 

levels is also required. Therefore, the program level can’t be entirely isolated from the 

other levels since it is highly dependent on them. 

The goal of this study is to design a business intelligence dashboard to be used for the 

management purposes of product development programs. Business intelligence can be 

defined as the use of data to help make business decisions and it can be used for the 

automatized reporting of the defined performance metrics and key performance indicators 

(Eckerson 2011). Dashboards provide value to the stakeholders by displaying critical 

information in real-time. In this study, a high level of attention is paid especially to the 

use cases in the field of agile program management. The aim is to identify generally 

recognized good practices and metrics to be utilized as the foundation for the business 

intelligence dashboard. The literature is reviewed to identify these practices and they are 

contrasted to the context of the case company. The need for this research became apparent 

as there is rather limited knowledge related to the topic and more scientific and practical 

knowledge within the theme was required. 
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1.2 Research problem and objectives 

This research aims at increasing knowledge within the agile program management topic 

by discussing the performance management practices in the context. Especially, the aim 

is to identify performance metrics to be used in the performance measurement of agile 

programs and to improve the performance management practices of the case company.  

A business intelligence dashboard is designed for the case company to replace some of 

the existing manually compiled reports. The motivation for this is to improve the accuracy 

of the decision-making process and to reduce the time spent on manual work. Design of 

the dashboard requires the identification of the current practices of the case company but 

also of the best practices identified within the existing literature. For this purpose, design 

science was chosen as the main research method of this study. 

The designed BI dashboard should solve the problems that the case company has with the 

lack of coherent and modern data-driven performance reporting practices. The biggest 

problem has been that it takes unnecessary time to create and update the reports manually 

for every reporting need. Also, the existing reporting solutions haven’t been able to 

provide capabilities to create reports based on a long enough period of historical data. 

The dashboard should provide improvement to these problems by replacing some of the 

existing manually created reports and offer better capabilities of creating forecasts based 

on the data. 

This research contributes to the existing literature by complementing project management 

research with business intelligence research. This research perspective has been rather 

limited in past studies. Especially, this research concentrates on the agile program 

management concept that has been a popular research topic from the software 

development point of view and at the project level (e.g. Anderson 2004, Chin 2004, 

Dingsøyr et al. 2010, Sheffield & Lémateyr 2013, Conforto et al. 2014), but there is very 

little research overall on the agile program management topic. Also, the existing research 

conducted from the data utilization perspective of project business is limited. This study 

contributes to this deficit by introducing the agile program management concept and 

discussing performance management practices such as performance metrics to be used 

within the area.  
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The research questions of this study have been defined to solve the research problems. 

They are to be answered through the literature review, empirical research, and the synergy 

between them. In particular, the literature review enables the design process used in 

empirical research. The research questions set for this study are the following: 

RQ1: How can business intelligence be used in agile program management? 

The first research question is answered solely based on the literature review and it creates 

a theoretical framework for this study.  The literature is reviewed to identify program 

management practices and metrics to be used in the design process. Also, concepts related 

to program management especially in the agile context are being analyzed. One especially 

interesting point of view is how the performance reporting process should be managed 

and what are the contextual characteristics that the research environment puts on the table. 

Overall, the aim is to identify good practices for business intelligence utilization in the 

program management domain.  

RQ2: Which metrics should be used to measure the performance of agile programs 

according to existing literature and empirical findings?  

The second research question aims at discovering metrics to be utilized in performance 

management in an agile environment and especially within the program level. The 

findings from the literature review are then compared with the current practices of the 

case company. These practices are identified in chapter 4 and the comparison is made in 

chapter 5.  In conclusion, a list of metrics to be used in the performance management of 

agile programs is formed. The performance metrics are then utilized as an input to the 

design process of the dashboard. 

RQ3: How should business intelligence be utilized in developing the performance 

management practices of the case company? 

The answer to the third question is provided based on empirical analysis. First, the current 

state of the case company is assessed through a survey to analyze the current practices, 

and especially challenges and improvement areas within the current working methods and 

processes. The empirical research is supplemented with interviews to identify 

requirements for the business intelligence dashboard. As the primary outcome of this 

thesis, the dashboard is designed and a general framework for business intelligence usage 
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in the agile programs is formulated. Also, the next steps for developing and implementing 

the dashboard are discussed. 

1.3 Research scope 

The scope of this study is within the systems development type of programs.  According 

to Turner’s (1999) classification, systems development typically has well-defined work 

methods, but the goals may be poorly defined. This means that it is often difficult to define 

the requirements for information system development since it is common that the needs 

of the customer change during the lifecycle. This is especially true when developing 

completely new solutions. Common for those types of deliveries is that the work methods 

are well defined, but the changing customer requirements may make it difficult to 

accurately define the requirements for the development.  

Figure 1: The goals and methods matrix (adapted from Turner 1999) 

This classification is compatible with the scope of this study since the case company of 

this study operates in the software industry and the main products of the company are 

information systems that are developed based on the customer needs. These types of 

entities are often referred to as projects in literature, but since this research is done as a 

case study within an agile organization, programs are used as the primary construct. Also, 

program management is commonly identified as a research area within the project 

management research stream. Therefore, many theories related to project management 

are highly applicable also for the program entities and therefore within the scope of this 

study. 
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1.4 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is divided into chapters. In chapter 2, the theoretical concepts related to the 

most important themes are discussed. The motivation for this is to create a theoretical 

framework for this thesis that enables the reader to understand the central ideologies, 

concepts, and theories beneath the topic. The purpose of the literature review is to create 

an understanding of the research environment of this study as well as to identify practices 

and concepts that can be used in the empirical part of this research. The literature review 

also aims at deriving metrics and key performance indicators that can be utilized in the 

practical part of this study.  

Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the research methods used in this study by introducing 

a model for conducting the design science research based on the literature. The model 

introduced in the research is adapted to this study. The fourth chapter introduces the case 

company of this study. The main idea in the chapter is to describe the background of the 

company including its’ organizational structure, operating model, and current practices. 

Also, the results from the questionnaire and interviews are discussed.  

In the fifth chapter, the dashboard is designed and the concepts related to it are discussed. 

Also, the recommendations are given for the case company. The last chapter wraps up the 

study by discussing the answers to the research questions, the limitations of this study, 

and gives suggestions for future research within the area. 

Figure 2: Execution of the study 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, the theories related to the topic of this thesis are discussed. The first 

subchapter discusses the traditional view on project business. The motivation for this is 

to give an overview of the environment where projects are the primary business driver. 

In this subchapter, the three levels of project business are discussed: project, program, 

and portfolio. Especially literature and concepts related to program management are given 

a high level of attention due to the scope of this study.  

In the second subchapter, the concepts of agile and agile programs are discussed. The key 

elements and principles of the agile methods are scrutinized. Especially the common 

processes and practices to be used within an agile environment are identified.  

Considering the environment of this research, one important concept is the scaled agile 

framework.  Its basic building blocks are discussed to give an introduction to the 

environment of this study.  

Business intelligence (BI) is commonly used for performance management purposes. 

These two topics are discussed starting from performance management and then going 

deeper into the BI topic and the practical implementation of this study. Performance 

management is discussed primarily in the context of project business. Especially, metrics 

and KPIs are highly emphasized and the practices for selecting and using them are 

highlighted.  Also, performance measurement in an agile environment is discussed and a 

list of agile program management metrics is created by contrasting traditional project 

metrics to the agile context. This is the most important part of this section and the metrics 

are brought as an input to the empirical part of this study. 

The final subchapter demonstrates the business intelligence (BI) concept. The section 

aims to gain a basic understanding of what BI is and what are the requirements for the 

design and development of BI solutions. Theories related to this comprise a discussion 

about the BI systems in general and the common process of implementing and 

maintaining a BI solution. Also, the lifecycle of a BI solution is introduced and the BI 

dashboards are discussed. 
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2.1 Traditional view on project business 

Projects were initially used in manufacturing for seeking improved coordination. 

However, in today’s project management literature, they are brought to a more strategic 

context where multiple projects contribute to the fulfillment of strategic objectives in the 

entire business system. (Artto & Wikström 2005) Also, today an increasing number of 

organizations arrange their business through projects, and it is expected that the trend is 

only growing during upcoming years (Scoper et al. 2018). However, on average only 

about a third of IT projects meet user needs and are completed based on these predefined 

requirements concerning the cost, time, and quality (Bragen 2018). This is a rather 

alarming dilemma highlighting the importance of systematic project management.   

Artto and Wikström (2005) defined project business as “the part of a business that relates 

directly or indirectly to projects, to achieve the objectives of a firm or several firms.” 

Artto and Kujala (2008) expanded this idea to address single or several projects. From 

the perspective of this study, especially the context of one firm, with many projects is the 

most interesting (Figure 3). This stands for the management of a project-based firm, 

which is an area that addresses the managerial issues of a firm that conducts a specific 

part of its activities in a project form. These activities may involve projects of two types: 

external production or customer delivery type projects, and internal development or 

capital investment projects. (Artto & Kujala 2008) 

 

Figure 3: Framework of project business and the scope of this thesis (adapted from Artto 

& Kujala 2008) 
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2.1.1 Project management 

A project is a group of activities and tasks with a pre-defined target, schedule, and 

resources (Todorović et al. 2015). Project Management Institute (2013) defined projects 

as temporary endeavors undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result. 

Temporariness relates to the fact that a project should have a defined starting and ending 

date. The project should end when its goals have been achieved or there is no longer a 

need for it.  

The project lifecycle is the series of phases that a project passes through from its initiation 

to its closure (PMI 2013). Due to the uniqueness of each project, the lifecycles of 

individual projects are also different. However, all projects can be mapped to a generic 

lifecycle. There are various definitions for the stages of a project lifecycle, but they all 

share some similarities. Already in 1988 Pinto & Prescott identified that the project 

lifecycle can be divided into four stages: conceptualization, planning, execution, and 

termination. According to a more up-to-date definition of PMI (2013), these equivalent 

stages are starting the project, organizing and preparing, carrying out the project work, 

and closing the project.  

The lifecycle of a project can be illustrated with a chart, as in figure 4, in which the x-

axis presents the time factor and the y-axis the level of effort, meaning the costs and 

manhour associated with the project. (Pinto & Prescott 1988, PMI 2013) 

Figure 4: Project lifecycle (adapted from Pinto & Prescott 1988, PMI 2013) 
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Project management comprises the activities aiming at responding to the requirements of 

the project and it is performed at each stage of a project. Project management typically 

contains the identification of different stakeholder groups and communication with the 

stakeholders to develop the desired product. Also, balancing the limitations with project 

scope, quality, schedule, budget, resources, and risks is required within project 

management. (PMI 2013) Project management can be seen to be successful when it 

achieves the targets of the project which are typically related to schedule, costs, 

performance, and customer requirements. (Kerzner 2009) 

2.1.2 Program management 

Programs can be defined in many ways, but common for all the definitions is that they 

are identified as entities with a determined purpose and predefined expectations to the 

benefits (Artto & Dietrich 2007). For instance, Archibald (2003) stated that programs are 

long-term undertakings that include two or more projects that require close cooperation. 

The program consists of several associated projects that will contribute to the 

achievement of the strategic plan (PMI, 2013).  

It is commonly recognized that projects are structured undertakings within a program and 

have a scheduled beginning and end (Kerzner 2009) while programs do not need to have 

a fixed timeframe or clearly defined deliverable (Pellegrineli 1997). According to 

Pellegrinelli (1997), a program is a framework for grouping existing projects or defining 

new projects, and for focusing on all the activities required to achieve a set of major 

benefits. This expression assumes that projects under the program are managed in a 

coordinated way, either to achieve a common goal or to gain benefits that would not be 

realized if they were managed independently.  

Program management is increasingly used for the management of multiple interrelated 

projects (Archibald 2003, Pellegrinelli 1997, Thiry 2010). It can deal with complex issues 

when traditional project management is not adequate. Program management brings value 

by creating benefits that are implemented into the business through operations. In this 

case, the program can act as a link between the business strategy and the projects. Thiry 

(2010) expressed that the strategic objectives and expected benefits should be defined for 

the program to bring value.  
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Pellegrinelli (1997) highlighted that programs create benefits especially when the 

working environment contains multiple small projects. The value is created through the 

better organization of projects and programs taking a wider view to ensure business 

benefits from activities of the projects. The benefits contain the more efficient and 

appropriate use of resources, better planning and coordination, greater visibility, and 

better prioritization of projects. Blomquist and Müller (2006) recognized that it can also 

help in the development of business focus by defining the goals of individual projects and 

the entire program regarding the goals of the wider organization.  

Programs should not be treated as big projects (Artto et al. 2009, Thiry 2010) or program 

management as multi-project management (Pellegrinelli 1997). Regarding this, Artto et 

al. (2009) pointed out that programs typically relate to a wide variety of management 

themes such as product development, organizational change, manufacturing, and quality. 

This means that in comparison to projects, that typically have a narrower scope of themes, 

programs have a broader emphasis on the number of activities. A typical view is that 

project focuses e.g. merely on product development whereas programs are considered as 

more long-term undertakings including two or more projects (Archibald 2003).  

Table 1 below describes some key characteristics of programs and projects as well as the 

differences between them. Pellegrinelli (1997) identified the main difference between the 

entities to be that the program is typically defined as a framework while the project is an 

individual process within the program. Another difference is as Artto et al. (2009) 

recognized that the emphasis of different themes evolves in time with programs, whereas 

projects seem to evolve within the same product development theme. For instance, major 

changes in industry and society may introduce contemporary themes that programs are 

expected to address.  

It can be concluded that programs and projects share some similarities, while still being 

entirely separate entities. There is something true in what Kerzner (2009) mentioned that 

the same policies and guidelines tend to regulate both project and program management 

and in certain circumstances, it is rather inconsequential whichever the undertaking is 

being called. However, like Artto et al. (2009) and Thiry (2010) expressed, programs 

should not be treated as scale-ups of projects or big projects. 
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Characteristic Program Project 

Scope A framework for organizing A process to deliver a specific 

product, service, or result 

Theme Several themes of management 

science: product development, 

quality, work and organization 

change 

One dominant theme 

Level of analysis Organization and its major parts Single project 

Time horizon May have an undefined time 

horizon 

Has a fixed duration 

Objectives Evolves in line with business needs Has set objectives 

Deliveries May involve the management of 

multiple, related deliveries 

Involves the management of a 

single delivery 

Management 

responsibility 

Program manager facilitates the 

interaction of numerous managers 

Project manager has responsibility 

for the project’s success 

Types of 

innovation 

E.g. process innovation, 

organizational innovation, 

infrastructure, and systems 

innovation 

Product innovation 

Outcome Wide set of impacts Concrete business results 

 

Table 1: Characteristics of programs and projects (Adapted from Artto et al 2009, 

Pellegrinelli 1997) 
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2.1.3 Portfolio management 

Portfolio management deals with the increasing number of projects ongoing in 

organizations. Ebert et al. (2005) defined portfolio management as the collection and 

evaluation of product and project information and the decision based on the totality of all 

projects to maximize their value. The projects may relate to various areas such as product 

development, changes in work processes, implementation of new IT systems, etc. 

However, a key task within portfolio management is to dedicate resources across all the 

various projects inside an organization. (Blichfeld & Eskerod 2007)  

Project portfolio management (PPM) deals with the coordination of all the programs and 

projects of an organization. Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999) defined a project portfolio 

as a group of projects that are carried out under the sponsorship and/or management of a 

particular organization.  Portfolio management focuses on doing the right projects while 

project management on doing the project the right way (Ebert et al. 2005). Blichfeld and 

Eskerod (2007) specified PPM to comprise the managerial activities that relate to the 

initial screening, selection, and prioritization of project proposals, the simultaneous 

reprioritization of projects in the portfolio and the allocation and reallocation of resources 

to projects according to priority.  

According to Cooper et al. (1997), portfolio management is a dynamic decision process 

in which the list of active new product projects is constantly updated and revised. During 

this process, new projects are evaluated, selected, and prioritized meaning that existing 

projects may be accelerated, killed, or de-prioritized. Resource allocation is a core activity 

of portfolio management, and resources are constantly reallocated to the active projects 

during the process. Ebert et al. (2005) stated that successful portfolio management aims 

at allocating resources most efficiently. This helps to reduce the number of projects to 

what is effective and to improve the communication between projects. Martinsuo (2012) 

formulated that portfolio management aims at efficient control of multiple projects 

pursuing the same strategic goals and competing for the same resources. 

From the project business perspective, projects are the smallest entities and can be 

considered as the basic building blocks of project business whereas program management 

is the middle layer. Project portfolio management can be identified as the highest level of 

the hierarchy (see Figure 5). This level is composed of the management of all the 

programs and projects of the organization in a coordinated manner. It could be stated that 
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the project level is where most of the daily practical activities take place and program and 

portfolio levels are used for coordination of projects and to enable better synergies.   

 

Figure 5: Portfolio, program, and project management 

2.2 Agile program management 

Traditionally projects are highly ordered but in complex situations and a turbulent 

environment, they may become unordered. This is what both program management and 

agile management aim to tackle and they are increasingly used for the management of 

multiple interrelated projects and stakeholders. (Thiry 2010) Agile management is 

discussed in this chapter. It originates from the agile concept that was first introduced in 

the software development context (Beck et al. 2001) but since then has been brought to a 

broader context (Cervone 2011). Also, SAFe is being scrutinized and the agile program 

management concept is being introduced. 

Agile program management takes the traditional program concept and adapts it to the 

agile environment. It brings value through benefits that are created through operations. In 

this case, the program can act as a link between the business strategy and the projects. 

The strategic objectives and expected benefits should be defined for the program to bring 

value. (Thiry 2010) This seeks the continuous planning process that also Serrador and 

Pinto (2015) were referring to as they recognized that in agile management the early stage 
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planning is not skipped entirely, but it is rather done during the entire development cycle. 

According to Leffingwell (2007), agile entities are planned differently in comparison to 

“plan-driven” development, and the plan is revised and refined more often. 

It should be noted that in the program context, agile management is primarily a 

development method (Thiry 2010). Within agile management, the focus is on adaptation 

to the changes, and in the production of high-quality products with simple processes 

(Dingsøyr et al. 2010). The focus of agile is on issues such as flexibility, iterative 

processes, team empowerment, and high levels of communication and hence can be used 

to reduce the need of using strategic and more structured practices on a project level. 

(Lappi et al. 2018) 

2.2.1 The concept of agile  

Agile management is an iterative approach typically used for managing software 

development projects (Drumond 2020). Agile management as a term has become known 

as a result of the dissemination of lightweight or agile software development methods. 

These methods include Scrum, Lean Software Development, Crystal, Feature-driven 

development (FDD), Adaptive Software Development, Dynamic System Development 

Method, and Extreme Programming. (Conforto et al. 2014b)  

The agile concept was born in 2001 when the creators of these abovementioned methods 

joined forces to draw up a manifesto, called a manifesto for Agile Software Development. 

The manifest states that agile development should focus on four core values (Beck et al. 

2001): 

 Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 

 Working software over comprehensive documentation 

 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

 Responding to change over following a plan 

Agile methods were developed to thrive in situations that could not be dealt with using 

traditional project management methodology (Thiry 2010) and have grown in importance 

especially in the field of IT and software development. However, they are being 

increasingly used beyond the software development industry also e.g. in financial 

services, consulting, and even in machinery and manufacturing business (Conforto et al. 
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2014a).  The agile concept has become an umbrella term for numerous new operations 

models of software planning, work coordination, communication to external stakeholders, 

and organizing software development both in large and small companies. (Dingsøyr et al. 

2010) 

Agile is a multidimensional concept that can be defined in many ways. Common for all 

these definitions is the focus on changing customer requirements and empowerment of 

the team with the proper balance of tasks and orientation. The most important thing about 

being agile is the readiness to execute changes according to customer needs while 

thinking of the change as a learning process. (Sheffield & Lemétayer 2013) According to 

Cockburn (2002) being agile requires effectiveness and easy steerability. The agile 

process, on the other hand, is light but adequate. Lightness is a way to easy steerability, 

and adequateness is a way to stay in the game.  

Agile methods aim at minimalistic documentation through flexibility and maintaining the 

ability to react in changing environments. Agility also emphasizes early and continuous 

customer interaction. Customers should be involved in requirement setting, prototype 

development and to give feedback. The iterative nature of agile enables continuous 

interaction with the stakeholders, adaptation on the fly, and redefining targets according 

to the customer requirements. (Serrador & Pinto 2015) Agile methods also aim at 

identifying unpredictable challenges by recognizing influential persons and their 

influence on the project (Dingsøyr et al. 2010). Lindvall et al. (2002) defined agile 

characteristics to be iterative, incremental, self-organized, and that it allows requirements 

to change during the project. To conclude, these are the characteristics that separate agile 

management from traditional project management. 

2.2.2 Agile methods in project management 

Agile methods were initially developed to deal with projects that could not be dealt with 

using the methods of traditional project management (Thiry 2010). The methods 

revolutionized the execution and orchestration of software development (Stettina & Hörz 

2015) and due to their success have spread to wider use (Serrador & Pinto 2015). 

According to a survey conducted by Conforto et al. (2014a), the agile methods are useful 

also in other circumstances than software development and they are being increasingly 

applied especially when a certain level of innovation is required. Still, the more traditional 
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management methods are more commonly used, but the agile approaches become more 

prevalent as the degree of innovation in the environment increases.  

Agile management emphasizes a lower amount of planning work carried out in the 

beginning and prefers a more evolutionary type of process. Agile methods differ from the 

traditional management ones, such as the waterfall method, by stressing the continuum 

of planning, flexible scoping, and freezing the plan as late as possible. Being agile is 

described to be iterative and incremental because it aims to avoid the traditional model in 

which the planning is done in the beginning, the scope is fixed and the cooperation with 

customers is little. (Serrador & Pinto 2015) 

According to a study carried out by Sheffield and Lémateyr (2013), one of the most 

defining properties of an agile project is its low criticality. This means that the impacts of 

late delivery or failure have been minimized. Another significant property is the 

experience and capability of the team. Due to the low number of personnel involved 

within the team, the importance of their expertise is being emphasized. Also, the 

uncertainty related to the requirements and used technology is often considered as a 

common characteristic for agile projects. 

During the last years, the agile methodologies have been widely used to tackle challenges 

with traditional project management methods and they can be seen as a reaction to plan-

based or traditional methods (Dingsøyr et al. 2010). Traditional project management is 

rather extensive, and it is proven to work in many situations. However, agile methods 

may end up being valuable in adding more ideas in some situations within creative and 

information-based industries. (Chin 2004) Especially in situations that require innovation. 

(Conforto et al. 2014a)  

Within traditional project management, it is common to freeze the project’s targets, 

budget, and schedule in the very early phase of the project. This means that also the 

quality of the outcome is defined by the fulfillment of these promises.  The early 

definition of the project criteria, however, forces us to make accurate predictions of the 

required workload. To decrease the amount of this estimation work, new methods were 

developed to add clearance for defining the project criteria. (Anderson 2004) Therefore, 

agile methods may prove to be beneficial especially in an environment containing a high 

amount of uncertainty (Chin 2004). 
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Agile project management is not all or nothing method. Conversely, it is important to 

identify the means to combine the properties of traditional methods with the agile ones in 

a way that best suits the situation.  (Chin 2004) Lappi et al. (2018) identified some 

traditional management practices that can be transferred to agile including clear 

organizational and ownership structure, stakeholder management, and risk management.  

In practice, the performance and the success of agile projects should be supported by 

practices giving project teams the freedom, authority, and capability to produce tangible 

value to and with the customer. 

2.2.3 Agile processes and practices 

Most of the agile processes and practices are based on Scrum and other commercialized 

approaches. It is common that under agile processes teams deliver product increments 

from sprints. Sprint, often referred to as an iteration, is a short and focused amount of 

delivery effort to deliver stories within sprint goal, that is normally between 2 and 4 

weeks. The deliveries are done within releases and governed in a project. Once the 

product increment is delivered from the sprint, it is presented to the stakeholders. This 

allows for collecting feedback for the next planning period. (Measey 2015) 

A product backlog is commonly used as the primary artifact for project management using 

agile practices. Sedano et al. (2019) defined it as a list of work items that teams use for 

coordinating the work and for planning the sprints. So basically, it is a container for all 

the requirements cut to pieces, most commonly stories and tasks. Other commonly 

identified work items are epics and features. In general, the product development efforts 

are directed by filling and prioritizing the backlog.  

Agile teams typically use the backlog and its items to manage the scope and structure of 

the work. Initiatives, epics, and stories are commonly used concepts for that purpose. 

Rehnkopf (2020) identified stories as short requirements or requests that are written from 

the perspective of an end-user. Within the agile process, customer requirements are 

typically defined as features that are documented as user stories. Stories are commonly 

used as a form of defining requirements or features that can be delivered to the customer. 

They are used as a way of documenting what needs to be delivered. Stories reside on the 

backlog which is an ordered list of requirements that the customer wants. (Measey 2015; 

Rehkopf 2020) 
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Agile teams are responsible for deciding how to do the work. This contains refining 

stories with the customer and typically dividing them into tasks. A detailed breakdown is 

done for the tasks during sprint planning to create an effort estimate for each of the tasks. 

Typically, the tasks are broken down to be completed in less than 10 hours. The teams 

also organize themselves during the daily stand-up meetings to deliver maximum value 

to the customer. (Measey 2015) 

Epics are large bodies of work that can be broken down into s features that are defined as 

user stories. According to Leffingwell (2009), epics represent the highest-level expression 

of a customer need. Initiatives compile epics from multiple teams to achieve a broader 

goal than any of the epics themselves. This structure is illustrated in the figure above (6). 

 

Figure 6: Initiative, epic, feature, story, task (hierarchy of the product backlog) 

As illustrated in figure 5, initiatives may consist of multiple epics. Based on an epic, one 

or more features may be defined. User stories are used for documenting the features and 

one or more stories may be required to develop a feature. Tasks are typically the lowest 

level component of the hierarchy and usually, multiple tasks are derived out of a story.   

2.2.4 Scaled Agile Framework  

Agile methods were first used in small teams, projects, and companies. During the last 

few years, the usage has also been scaled up for use on a larger scale. (Nuottila et al. 

2016) Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) is a set of organization and workflow patterns for 
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implementing agile practices at enterprise scale. SAFe combines agile with lean product 

development and systems thinking (Leffingwell 2018) and gives guidance on roles and 

responsibilities, how to plan and manage the work, and values to uphold.  

SAFe provides a process model covering the highest and the lowest level in the enterprise. 

The framework is organized around three layers: team, program, and portfolio. These are 

also illustrated in figure 7 below. The team level of the framework consists of agile teams, 

which are collectively responsible for defining, building, and testing software in fixed-

length sprints and releases.  SAFe also utilizes practices from other agile approaches such 

as Scrum, Kanban, Lean and agile manifesto. (Measey 2015, Turetken et al. 2017) 

The agile program concept refers to the program level of the SAFe in which the Agile 

Release Train (ART) is the primary value delivery construct (Measey 2015). The main 

goal of the ART is to organize the teams in a way that optimizes the value delivery. 

(Turetken et al. 2017) ART aligns teams with a strategic vision and roadmap for each 

investment theme. Sheffield and Lémateyr (2013) emphasized the importance of the 

experience and capability of the team. Due to the low number of personnel involved 

within the team, their expertise is being emphasized. 

The definition of Scaled Agile Inc. (2020) says that ARTs are organized around the 

enterprise’s value streams and exist to create value by building solutions that deliver 

benefit to the end-user. According to Measey (2015), ART is typically formed with five 

to twelve teams operating within a program increment (PI) planning cycle covering 4-6 

sprints, meaning a duration from 8 to 12 weeks. Program increments as a concept 

referring to these planning cycles covering the activities of the teams allocated to the 

program, which is typically from 5 to 12 teams. Business and architectural features are 

defined and prioritized in the program backlog during the increments. 

The highest level of SAFe is the portfolio level in which programs are aligned to the 

enterprise business strategy. This is done along value streamlines which are a series of 

system definition, development, and deployment steps used to build and deploy systems 

that provide a continuous flow of value to the business or customer. This level is needed 

for organizations requiring governance and management models. Essential for the 

portfolio level is to achieve a balance between four goals: 1) Maximizing the financial 

value of the portfolio, 2) linking the portfolio to the strategy, 3) ensuring the feasibility 
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of scope by measuring appropriate metrics, and 4) balancing the portfolio on relevant 

dimensions. (Turetken et al. 2017) 

In practice, the portfolio level is responsible for coordinating larger initiatives and epics 

that require implementation across multiple release trains. The coordination is done 

within the portfolio backlog that contains epics across the release trains. The epics can be 

customer-facing (business epics) or technology (architectural epics) initiatives. The 

portfolio level work is typically managed using a Kanban system. (Measey 2015) 

 

Figure 7: Main constructs in the portfolio, program, and team level of the SAFe (adapted 

from Scaled Agile, Inc. 2020) 
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2.3 Performance management 

Performance management is a crucial practice for any organization that wants to learn 

and improve. Yadav et al. (2013) argued that performance measurement is the process to 

quantify the efficiency and effectiveness of actions and performance management is the 

preceding process of creating a context for measurement. Bonghez and Grigoroiu (2013) 

recognized that performance management covers the methodologies, metrics, processes, 

and tools that are used for managing performance. The use of dashboards and scorecards 

is typical for operational level performance management and it focuses on the objectives 

of departments or groups within the organization.  

2.3.1 Performance criteria 

Traditionally project performance has been defined in terms of meeting the cost, time, 

and quality criteria. (Bryde & Wright 2007, Mir & Binnington 2013) These dimensions 

also formulate the iron triangle criteria for managing project performance (e.g. Atkinson 

1999, Caccamese & Bragantini 2012). Some definitions also include scope as a success 

criterion for the model (e.g. Caccamese & Bragantini 2012). The iron triangle is 

illustrated in figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: The iron triangle (Adapted from Atkinson 1999, Caccamese & Bragantini 

2012) 

Time

Quality

Scope

Cost
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The iron triangle criteria have received some criticism since it may encourage an 

emphasis on short-term measures and lead to performance optimization in the short term. 

That again can carry off the attention from other projects and psychosocial needs of 

project team members which may impair the performance in the long run. This gives 

motivation for managing the performance against a broader range of criteria. For instance, 

Mir and Binninton (2013) identified that a common approach is to focus on the 

expectations of the stakeholders. This, however, has led to difficulties since the 

stakeholders’ needs are often difficult to manage and measure. Also, there may be 

resistance to go beyond the traditional criteria due to commercial pressures. 

The fact that there are no two similar projects makes it difficult to create a common set 

of success criteria to be measured. Mir and Pinnington (2014) listed different ways of 

recognizing success such as assessing it according to short-term and long-term objectives 

or analyzing whether things were done right during the process. Bryde (2003) stated that 

a project can be viewed as a success despite poor project management and vice versa. The 

attainment of project management targets doesn’t necessarily indicate that the targets the 

organization has set for the project have been accomplished.  Therefore, performance 

management in project-oriented organizations should include the alignment of the 

objectives of the projects and programs to organizational goals, while also considering 

the individual and departmental goals. (Bonghez & Grigoroiu 2013) 

2.3.2 Performance metrics  

Cambridge Dictionary defines a metric as a system for measuring something. Metrics are 

used to track and assess the status of a specific process. In the project business, metrics 

keep stakeholders informed about the status of the project. They may determine if it is 

feasible to take on a certain project or if a certain course of action should be taken. The 

managers must agree with appropriate stakeholders on which metrics are to be used and 

how measurements will be made. Essential is also to understand what critical metrics 

need to be identified and managed for the project to be viewed as a success by all the 

stakeholders. (Kerzner 2013) 

Measures typically refer to a numerical measure that represents the operating results 

concerning one or more dimensions. Todorović et al. (2013) categorized measures into 

traditional measures, performance indicators, and value measures. Traditional measures 

are used to measure the performance and the level of achievement of previously defined 
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results, including the cost and time variance. Performance indicators can be used to 

confirm that the critical success criteria defined at the beginning have been achieved. 

They have internal use but are also used for reporting on the status to the customer and 

other stakeholders. Third measures; value measures indicate whether the stakeholders’ 

needs, such as the end date and value have been met.  

One common method of deriving performance metrics based on business goals is the 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC). It was first developed by Kaplan and Norton (1992) and it is 

one of the best-recognized approaches to defining performance goals and measures.  The 

scorecard encourages to first define the business goals and then consider the metrics based 

on internal and external perspectives. The scorecard provides a view of business value by 

considering the financial, internal business, customer, and innovation and learning 

perspectives. 

 

Figure 9: The Balanced Scorecard (adapted from Kaplan & Norton 1992) 

A common phrase goes that “if it cannot be measured, then it cannot be managed”. This 

indicates that it is impossible to define the metrics and to achieve the goals related to the 

projects without a clear definition of the measures. Lönnqvist and Pirttimäki (2006) 

underlined that an important issue in determining how and what to measure is to know 

the purpose of the measurement. Goal-Question-Metric is a commonly used concept for 

that purpose, and it can be used to supplement the BSC. According to Caldiera and 

Rombach (1994), it is based upon the assumption that measurement first requires 
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specifying the specific goals, and then data can be used to define those goals 

operationally. Questions should be defined based on the goals and then metrics can be 

identified to give answers to the defined questions (Ebert et al. 2005).  

Once the metrics have been defined, it is highly beneficial to use a specific template for 

documenting the metrics to improve the common understanding around them. Nicoletta 

(2015) documented metrics regarding the questions answered, description, value, 

dependencies, and success factors. The questions answered should indicate what the 

metrics tell us while the description gives a brief description of the metric itself. Hartmann 

and Dymond (2006) also addressed e.g. the basis of measurement, assumptions, expected 

trend, and when to use the metric. The basis of measurement contains a clear statement 

of what is being measured including the units and the assumptions should be identified to 

ensure a clear understanding of the data represented.  

2.3.3 Key performance indicators 

A key performance indicator (KPI) is a metric that is often derived from organizational 

goals. Organizations today operate in a dynamic environment and therefore must deal 

with many KPIs in different areas. According to Eckerson 2006, (see Todorović et al. 

2013) KPIs are measures that show how well the organization or individual is performing 

the operational, tactical, and strategic actions that are critical to the current and future 

success of the organization. The exact understanding of the KPI definition in the context 

of projects is in the explanation of its every word (Kerzner 2013):  

 Key – a major contributor to the success or failure of the project 

 Performance – a metric that can be measured, quantified, adjusted, and controlled 

 Indicator – a reasonable representation of the present and future performances 

Selecting metrics and KPIs is rather simple provided they can be measured. This, 

however, may be a major obstacle with some metrics. With traditional project 

management, metrics are established by the enterprise project management methodology 

and fixed for the duration of the project’s lifecycle. However, with value-driven project 

management, metrics may change from project to project, during a lifecycle phase, and 

over time. (Kerzner 2013) This means that the metrics and KPIs must be separately 

chosen to fit each organization. 
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The first step in selecting the right KPIs is to define the general and specific characteristics 

that the KPIs should satisfy. Each KPI should be based on criteria that make it suitable 

for further analysis. The most often used set of criteria for constructing KPIs are the 

SMART-criteria. The SMART way to write goals and objectives was first introduced by 

Doran in 1981 and since then has been adapted to many formats. Today, the SMART-

criteria are commonly used as a standard for developing effective and measurable goals 

and objectives.  

The SMART-criteria are typically derived from Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 

Realistic, and Time-sensitive. (Shahin & Mahbod 2007) The criteria and their respective 

definitions are listed in the table 2 below: 

Criteria Explanation 

Specific Goals should be as detailed and as specific as possible, or 

“precise”. 

Measurable Goals should be clear and concrete. Measures may be 

quantitative or qualitative, but measurement should be 

against a standard of performance. 

Achievable/Accountable Goals should not be out of reach. It should also be specified 

who will do it, meaning that they are in line with individual 

responsibilities. 

Realistic/Relevant The goals should be realistically achievable. They should 

also be directly related to the success or failure of the project. 

Time-sensitive/Timely The goals should have a time frame for completion, meaning 

when the results can be achieved.  They should be suitable 

for their current needs. 

 

Table 2: SMART criteria for defining KPIs (Adapted from Doran 1981, Ebert et al. 2005, 

Shahin & Mahbod 2007, Todorović et al. 2013) 
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In addition to the smart criteria discussed above, the KPIs should be based on real-time 

data to be timely. They should also be easy to understand so that employees know what 

is being measured, how it is calculated, and what they should do to affect the KPI 

positively. Also, effective KPIs sits at the intersection of multiple interrelated processes 

that drive the organization. (Kerzner 2013 see Todorović et al. 2013) 

According to Todorović et al. (2013), good practices for the KPIs would be that they are 

automated, actionable, and predictive. In this case, the automatized reporting would 

minimize the chance of human error and could predict the future of the trend. Actionable 

KPIs would also trigger changes requiring corrective actions.  

Kerzner (2013) pointed out that it is also important to consider the categorization of the 

KPIs in terms of what is being wanted them to show. One of the main KPI categorizations 

is as follows: 

 Quantitative KPIs – numerical values. 

 Practical KPIs – shows interfacing with company processes. 

 Directional KPIs – getting better or worse. 

 Actionable KPIs – effect change. 

 Financial KPIs – performance measurements. 

2.3.4 Performance measurement in agile programs 

Dumke et al. (2008) argued that from a software measurement point of view not all 

metrics and methods from the traditional lifecycle models can be used without adaptation. 

Especially, agile techniques need new approaches for measurement. Hartmann and 

Dymond (2006) pointed out that under the agile process, the key metrics should allow the 

monitoring of the value produced by software development efforts. This means that 

metrics should help with making smart software investments and to deliver business value 

quickly. Misra and Omorodion (2011) stated that under the agile process, metrics are 

typically selected based on the firm and the kind of requirements. The team can design 

its metrics and use them based on the kind the needs. 

Misra and Omorodion (2011) classified the agile metrics into four distinct categories: 

project metrics, resource metrics, process metrics, and product metrics. The project 

metrics are related to the traditional project success criteria of cost, time, and quality. In 
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the software development context, the resource metrics contain the measures related to 

the personnel, performance, software, and hardware. Especially one commonly used 

resource metric is the effort estimate (Kupiainen et al. 2015). The product and process 

metrics are primarily related to the products and their lifecycle. For instance, some more 

specific product metrics are the size of the product (e.g. count of code), architecture, and 

structure. The process metrics may be related to the management, maturity, or lifecycle 

of the product. (Misra & Omorodion, 2011) Each of these metrics discussed above also 

defines a range of metrics such as velocity, effort estimates, story points, and earned 

business value.  

Kupiainen et al. (2015) identified that the common need for metrics is to support 

communication and decision making. The metrics are recognized to be useful especially 

in planning, estimation, and tracking as well as improving understanding of the quality 

and business objectives. Ebert et al. (2005) argued that metrics give timely and accurate 

information while enabling real-time and reliable decisions. Metrics can be used for 

instance to make reviews including the status and forecast e.g. for the quality, schedule, 

and budget. They are also commonly used for follow-up purposes of progress.  

Kupiainen et al. (2015) identified some commonly used metrics in agile software 

development. The velocity was the most popularly used metric followed by effort 

estimate, customer satisfaction, and defect count. Cycle time and lead time were also 

among the popular metrics.  Velocity is a commonly used metric in agile development. 

According to Nicoletta (2015), it is the “empirical measurement of the quantity of work 

the team delivers per unit of time.” Hartmann and Dymond (2006) defined it as the 

amount of software that team can deliver per iteration. The measurement unit for velocity 

can be chosen by the team. The unit is typically defined as the backlog items developed 

during the iteration, but it may also be measured as the units of hours/days spent for the 

work.   

The motivation for measuring velocity is to detect the efficiency of delivering the working 

software to the customers and if the team can deliver it at a stable rate (Hartmann & 

Dymond 2006). It is practical for short-term planning as it provides an empirical indicator 

of how much work a team can complete in a single time-boxed iteration. It is also useful 

for process improvement because it exposes irregularities in delivery performance. 

(Nicoletta 2015) Meaning that the team can compare its performance between the 
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iterations. It is especially important for planning how much work can be accomplished in 

the upcoming sprints (Rossberg 2019). Velocity metrics can also be used to improve the 

effort estimates for upcoming planning sessions and to help estimate the scope of the 

iterations (Kupiainen et al. 2015).  

Software development effort typically includes the human effort required for the design, 

coding, and testing activities of the software product. It is often considered as the 

substitute for software development cost since personnel cost is the dominant cost in 

software development. (Agrawal & Chari 2007) Effort estimation is an estimation of the 

amount of effort that is needed to develop a software product. It is typically measured in 

terms of person-hours or money. (Kupiainen et al. 2015) Effort estimates can be used as 

a basis for resourcing and to prioritize the features for upcoming releases (Kupiainen et 

al. 2015). There are various models for effort estimation. Effort-estimation models 

primarily use the number of source lines of code as the basis for the effort estimation. 

(Agrawal & Chari 2007) This means that the amount of code is used as a basis to estimate 

the needed effort in terms of personnel cost.  

Cycle time is an important metric because software projects are often carried out under 

strict delivery schedules (Agrawal & Chari 2007). Cycle time is measured as the time 

between the beginning and releasing time of an item. In the software development 

context, it is the elapsed time from the moment a work item is started until the work item 

is finished. Nicoletta (2015) described it as the “projection of the team’s likely future 

delivery performance based on empirical measurement”. It provides an indicator of the 

team’s delivery performance and can provide early warning of the potential risks 

associated with the delivery.  

The common use of cycle time is to track the time for completion of a work item, and it 

is typically measured in hours. Cycle time can be used to identify the past performance 

of software development as well as to create a guideline for future performance. 

(Nicoletta 2015) The software development cycle time depends on two factors: planned 

value time and the difference between planned and actual development times. Agrawal & 

Chari (2007) stated that capacity-related issues such as employees participating in 

unplanned activities are the primary reason for actual development time being longer than 

planned.  
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A commonly used definition of software quality is the amount of post-release defects in 

a software product. Ebert et al. (2005) stated that defects are the reason why the software 

causes failure when executed. Software quality is commonly measured as the number of 

defects per thousand lines of code. (Agrawal & Chari 2007) The ISO 9126 standard 

defines software quality as “the totality of features and characteristics of a product or 

service that bears on its ability to satisfy given needs.” 

2.4 Business Intelligence 

Before discussing the business intelligence concept more in-depth, it is relevant to go to 

the grass-roots level and elaborate on how the primary components; data, knowledge, and 

information are defined. Laursen and Thorlund (2016) defined data as the carrier of 

information. Data as such do not deliver any value to the user since it is too specific to be 

useful as decision support. Information is data aggregated to a level where it makes sense 

for decision support. Data become information when it is put in a specific context. 

Knowledge is generated when information has been analyzed and interpreted. This means 

that new know-how or understanding has been created.  

Business intelligence can be simply defined as “the use of data to help make business 

decisions”. It refers to a managerial philosophy and a tool used to help organizations 

manage and refine business information to make more effective business decisions 

(Lönnqvist & Pirttimäki 2006). BI became a popular term in the business and IT 

communities in the 1990s when BI techniques and tools were developed to turn data into 

information and to turn information into knowledge and plans that could be used to drive 

effective business activity (Eckerson 2011). BI can also be considered as a data-driven 

process that combines data storage and gathering with knowledge management to provide 

input into the business decision making process.  

The common use of BI is to transform data into information. Reporting and analysis tools 

are used to examine the information and to convert it into knowledge. The software used 

in BI includes database management systems, data cleansing, data transformation, and 

analytical systems (Larson & Chang 2016). Users can discover trends and create rules 

based on them to power their operational plans. (Eckerson 2011) BI is also beneficial in 

understanding the capabilities available in the firm. This includes e.g. the state of the art, 

trends, and future directions. According to Božič & Dimovski (2019), BI can give insights 
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for different purposes such as to understand market behavior, optimize business 

processes, develop new products and services, manage risks, improve efficiency, identify 

faults, etc. 

One of the main benefits of BI is that it can be used to assist strategic and operational 

decision making. A Gartner survey ranked the strategic use of BI in the following order 

(Willen, 2002 according to Negash & Gray 2008): 1) Corporate performance 

management; 2) Optimizing customer relations, monitoring business activity and 

traditional decision support; 3) Packaged standalone BI application for specific operations 

or strategies; 4) Management reporting of business intelligence. 

2.4.1 Business intelligence system 

BI systems provide actionable information delivered at the right time, at the right location, 

and in the right form to assist decision-makers (Negash & Gray 2008). Popovič et al. 

(2019) defined a BI system to provide “quality information in well-designed data-stores, 

coupled with software tools that provide users timely access, effective analysis, and 

intuitive presentation of the right information. “This definition enables the making of right 

actions by making the right decisions. 

The simplified function of a BI system is shown in figure 10. The input data for the BI 

system may be structured or unstructured and the data is processed with the BI system to 

get decisions as output. (Negash & Gray 2008) Most BI systems include different 

technological components such as databases, visualization tools, and on-line analytic 

processing (OLAP) that allow decision-makers to view and work with subsets of data. 

(Richards et al. 2019) 
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Figure 10: Business intelligence system (Adapted from Negash & Gray 2008) 

BI as a term today heavily associated with large software vendors that offer reporting 

solutions for end users (Laursen & Thorlund 2016). According to Richards et al. (2019), 

BI systems are software applications delivering information to decision-makers to help 

maintain business performance. BI system delivers data to decision-makers by deriving 

insights of the data by using analytic techniques which can range from simple tables to 

more sophisticated analysis. 

Laursen and Thorlund (2016) stated that “analytics is an advanced discipline within 

business intelligence”. This means that analytics contains the means to analyze critical 

business data to help the enterprise make timely business decisions. Business analytics as 

a practice refers to the use of statistical techniques that leverage data delivered through a 

variety of sources including standard BI systems. (Richards et al. 2019) Data analytics 

comprises acquiring data, organizing it, discerning patterns in it, and determining how 

the insights can guide decision-making. In addition to the underlying data processing and 

analytical technologies, business intelligence and analytics includes business-centric 

practices and methodologies that can be applied to various applications. (Chen et al. 2012) 

Larson & Chang (2016) pointed out that BI enables organizations to enhance the decision-

making process but requires processes, skills, technology, and data to do so. The main 

objective of BI usage is to improve the timeliness and quality of inputs to the decision 

process. As discussed by Negash and Gray (2008) BI can be used for a wide range of 
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purposes such as creating forecasts based on historical data, past and current performance. 

It is also possible to create estimates of the future direction as well as to create a “what 

if” analysis of the impacts of changes and the alternative scenarios relative to it. It is 

common to aim at deriving strategic insights of the data and to utilize ad hoc access to 

the data to gain an answer to specific, non-routine questions.  

Alpar and Schulz (2016) noted that BI systems have changed in recent years. One major 

change is the growth in potential data sources such as social media systems, machine 

sensors, and devices like smartphones. Another interesting change has been the transition 

in the scope of BI from strategic questions to operational tasks so that more employees 

need to apply BI. These developments have increased the demand for BI solutions.  

2.4.2 Business intelligence process  

Lönnqvist and Pirttimäki (2006) discussed the general phases for a BI process to include 

the identification and acquisition of information needs as well as the analysis and 

utilization of the information. The process is rather aligned with the information 

management cycle defined by Choo (2002). Choo’s cycle is a continuous process with 

six phases (see figure 11): 1) identification of information needs, 2) information 

acquisition, 3) information organization, 4) development of information products and 

services, 5) information distribution, and 6) information use.  Adaptive behavior starts a 

new cycle as the organization makes decisions and takes actions that result in effects and 

outcomes (Choo 2002).   

 

Figure 11: The information management cycle (adapted from Choo 2002) 
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The business intelligence process starts with the identification of information needs. This 

means that the needed business information is identified containing the kind of 

information required to resolve different problems and to make successful decisions. The 

information acquisition is driven by the business information needs and is considered a 

complex function since there are multiple different sources of information both inside and 

outside the organization. (Lönnqvist and Pirttimäki 2006) Božič & Dimovski (2019) 

stated that acquisition capability refers to identifying and obtaining valuable data from 

external sources. The data typically requires careful cleaning, conditioning, and 

integration of data sets to make them usable.  

After the information has been acquired, the information is analyzed and transformed into 

solutions (Lönnqvist & Pirttimäki 2006) or information products and services (Choo 

2002). According to Choo (2002), the information should be provided in a form that 

increases its usability. In the business intelligence context, the solution is most commonly 

a dashboard. The information used should enable decision-makers to find the required 

information as quickly as possible (Lönnqvist & Pirttimäki 2006) According to Božič & 

Dimovski (2019) also the transformation capability plays important role in facilitating the 

internalization of acquired knowledge within an existing knowledge basis. The insights 

need to be disseminated within the organization to reach the decision-makers. 

Stakeholders of the BI process 

Multiple roles within an organization can benefit from the use of the capabilities provided 

by modern data solutions. Bragen (2018) identified key roles within an IT organization 

to be IT managers, project managers, and project management office. IT managers may 

use analytics to catch potential risks before they even become problems. This helps to 

ensure that the projects meet the business needs. Project managers can use analytics to 

manage the human dimensions of projects. Automatized reporting may also be set up to 

give warnings of trouble when the KPIs trigger boundary values. Analytics may reduce 

the time spent in meetings and manual data-related work. 

Figure 12 describes the people and tasks involved in the creation of business analytics as 

discussed by Laursen and Thorlund (2016). However, this model also applies well to the 

BI process. In the top layer of the model, in the business environment, the management 

specifies the information strategy based on the overall strategy of the organization. The 

strategy is used as a foundation to establish the operational business processes. In the 
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middle layer of the model, analysts, controllers, and report developers create the 

information and knowledge to be used by the company’s operational decision-makers. In 

the technical environment, the database specialists or the ETL (extract, transform, load) 

developers merge and enrich the data to make it accessible to the business users. In the 

bottom layer, the IT professionals run and operate the date generating source systems. 

(Laursen & Thorlund 2016)  

 

Figure 12: Stakeholders of the BI process (adapted from Laursen & Thorlund 2016) 

2.4.3 Lifecycle of a business intelligence solution 

Gangadharan and Swami (2004) underlined that BI is a strategic initiative in which 

organizations measure and drive the effectiveness of their competitive strategy. Larson & 

Chang (2016) pointed out the fact that the expectations of BI projects are not always clear 

to all the stakeholders. Commonly, end users know that they need information and 

analysis capabilities, and IT knows they need to deliver something. Therefore, BI delivery 

requires intense collaboration between business and IT stakeholders. Also, management 

commitment, support, and sponsorship have been widely accepted as the most important 

factor for BI system implementation. Without consistent support from business 

executives, it is difficult to secure the necessary resources for the project. (Yeoh & 

Koronios 2010) 
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Elbashir and Williams (2007) elaborated that BI should be integrated into an 

organization’s business strategies and processes. Achieving BI impact requires the 

assimilation across the entire BI solution lifecycle. There are many opinions on how the 

lifecycle can be divided into phases. The lifecycle typically starts with the identification 

of the business requirements and analysis of the information requirements.  Ending up to 

the value delivery phase through design, development, and implementation. The 

inference of the lifecycle phases is illustrated in figure 13. (Gangadharan & Swami 2004; 

Larson & Chang 2016)  

 

Figure 13: The Business Intelligence lifecycle (adapted from Gangadharan & Swami 

2004, Elbashir & Williams 2007, Larson & Chang 2016) 

The BI lifecycle starts with the identification of business opportunities with the aim of 

finding opportunities to improve the core business processes (Elbashir & Williams 2007). 

During the identification, the information requirements are defined according to business 

questions providing insight into data sources, dimensions, and facts needed (Larson & 

Chang 2016). Based on the requirements, business cases should be developed for the 

targeted business processes (Elbashir & Willliams 2007). Without the well-established 

business case the implementation may not satisfy the business needs and with a high level 

of probability will result in a failure (Yeoh & Koronios 2010). 

According to Larson & Chang (2016), the design lifecycle phase focuses heavily on 

modeling and mapping but also requires establishing the architecture of the system. Also, 

the focus should be on the business processes that are to be improved (Elbashir & 

Williams 2007). The development and testing phases produce a working system that 

applies business context to the data and present information in a way that enables end-

users to analyze actionable information.  
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According to Larson and Chang (2016), the primary goal of a BI project is to enable the 

use of information. Typically, BI development is less about creating a working product 

and more about the application of business context to data. According to Yeoh and 

Koronios (2010), the development approach should also be business-driven and iterative. 

An incremental delivery approach allows an organization to concentrate on crucial issues 

and seeks a high level of user involvement throughout the development process in order 

to deliver a system that meets the users’ needs. 

Through implementation, new components are introduced, and the stability of the BI 

system is maintained. Yeoh and Koronios (2010) also noted that the implementation is 

not a conventional application-based IT project. Instead, it shares similar characteristics 

with projects such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems implementation. This 

means that it is a complex undertaking requiring appropriate infrastructure and resources 

over a lengthy period. Implementation requires an interactive approach with extensive 

user training and adjustments.   

The continuous improvement lifecycle phase contains the collection of BI usage and 

process-related data to be used in the value delivery including stabilization, maintenance, 

change management, and end-user feedback. Also, further process improvement 

opportunities are identified. (Gangadharan & Swami 2004, Elbashir & Williams 2007) 

2.4.4 Business intelligence dashboard 

The use of dashboards is common for operational level performance management 

(Bonghez & Grigoroiu 2013). Zdonek (2020) articulated that a dashboard is a tool used 

for managing all the business information from a single point of access. Dashboards help 

managers and employees to keep track of the company’s KPIs and utilizes business 

intelligence to help companies to make data-driven decisions. Kerzner (2013) specified 

that dashboards aim at conveying the most critical information to the stakeholders the 

fastest way. 

Kezner (2013) divided dashboards into three categories: operational, tactical, and 

strategic. Operational dashboards are the most commonly used dashboards in programs 

since they monitor the core processes and are used for the delivery or creation of 

organizational products and services. These are also the kind of dashboards used in this 

research. Tactical and strategic dashboards are primarily targeted for portfolio-level 
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reporting since they track departmental processes and projects that are of interest to a 

segment of the organization or a limited group of people and monitor the execution of 

strategic objectives. 

One major ambition for data usage in project business is to gain visibility into data to 

improve decision making. Bragen (2018) categorized data collected by projects into three 

categories: past, present, and future. Present information is used for triggering status 

conditions that may need immediate action. It can be used to create real-time alerts about 

conditions meeting specific criteria.  The historical data is useful from an analytics 

perspective when it is used as a foundation for improvement. The most effective use of 

past and present data is to use it for post-project reviews and to create checklists of 

possible problems for future projects.  

Zdonek (2020) expressed that dashboards can display metrics for overall performance 

and progress. Their main object is to highlight problems requiring further attention within 

the project team. They are typically created for individual departments that want to 

monitor the progress and success of the projects. Therefore, the metrics used on them 

depend primarily on the department and the objectives of the projects. Data visualizations 

are used within a dashboard to provide an interactive way to explore data (Zheng 2017). 

Dashboards commonly use data visualizations to represent data as pictures to support 

reasoning about the underlying data. Visualizations can be used for the representation of 

data of any size, type, or origin. Brady (2014) defined visual management as “a 

management strategy for organizational control, measurement, and improvement which 

uses visual aids to externalize information and improve communication by creating 

transparency.” The goal of visualizing business data typically focuses on human 

information seeking and decision-making behaviors. Particularly in two broad goals. 

Firstly, to visualize the key metrics for easy and fast comprehension directly facilitating 

decision-making. Second, to provide a visual and interactive way to explore data. (Zheng 

2017) 

Visualizations are increasingly used to display data in decision making. Killen and 

Geraldi (2020) discovered improved success from the use of multiple types of 

visualizations by decision-makers. Visualizations may be used as a tool to reduce decision 

complexity and to enable better decisions to be made by a wider range of decision-makers. 

In a project decision environment, the requirement for simultaneous consideration of 
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several interrelated criteria may suit managers with a high need for cognition but alienate 

managers with a low need for cognition. Therefore, visualizations may improve decision 

making by effectively engaging managers with a low need for cognition by reducing 

complexity. 

Visualizations can be used to display the performance information in a minimal amount 

of space. One commonly used indicator is the traffic light reporting concept. Red light 

indicated that a problem exists which may affect time, cost, quality, or scope. Yellow 

light is typically used for caution. It says that a potential problem may exist, perhaps in 

the future if the situation is not monitored. A green light is a state in which the work has 

progressed as planned. (Kerzner 2013) 

Brady (2014) stated that the traditional approach to project management hinders effective 

communication and that visualizations can be used to support the deficiencies. However, 

this can be tackled with the use of agile methodologies such as Kanban, which aims at 

visualizing the workflow. Visualization eases management and makes it clearer for 

developers to understand the overall direction of work and helps to manage the flow. This 

also motivates and makes it easier to control the tasks. (Ahmad et al. 2013) 

2.5 Synthesis of the literature review 

Based on the literature review, more and more organizations arrange their business 

through projects (Schoper et al. 2018). The growing number of projects puts firms in a 

situation where the continuous identification of new tools and technologies as well as the 

development of the existing ones are found beneficial both in the management of a single 

project as well as in the management of a project-based firm. This has increased the 

importance of topics such as program and portfolio management. A project is typically 

defined as temporary endeavors undertaken to create a unique product or service (PMI 

2013), while a program is a framework for grouping existing projects or to define new 

projects (Pellegrinelli 1997).  

It is a commonly recognized fact that measurement is a prerequisite for management. 

Projects generate huge amounts of data to be utilized in various activities such as decision 

making. Project performance has been traditionally measured in terms of meeting the 

cost, time, and quality criteria (Bryde & Wright 2007, Mir & Binnington 2013). However, 
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the broader emphasis is highly advised to achieve benefits in the long run. Metrics are 

commonly identified to improve the understanding about the objectives of the projects as 

well as of the business in general (Kupiainen et al. 2015). This builds upon the 

requirement for systematic methods for data collection, processing, and utilization. This 

is where concepts such as business intelligence and analytics come in handy.  

The program concept in this study refers to the program level of the scaled agile 

framework (SAFe). The primary construct at the program level is the agile release train 

(ART) typically consisting of 5-12 agile teams working together towards building 

solutions for the end-users. (Measey 2015) Agile teams typically use specific concepts to 

help manage the scope and structure of the work. Teams deliver product increments from 

sprints and during the process various process-specific metrics and measures are used. 

The product backlog is a container for the work items (e.g. epics, features, tasks) of the 

product development and it is commonly recognized as the primary artifact for agile 

project management (Sedano et al. 2019).  

Business intelligence refers to a managerial philosophy and a tool used to help 

organizations manage and refine business information to make more effective business 

decisions (Lönnqvist & Pirttimäki 2006). In practice, BI is used to automatize the process 

of transforming data into knowledge. Users can use reporting and analysis tools for 

examining the information and view the data as visualizations representing the data as 

pictures supporting the reasoning about the underlying data. (Brady 2014)  

The benefits of using business intelligence are taken into practice via a dashboard. A BI 

dashboard is a tool that can be used to manage all the business information from a single 

point of access (Zdonek 2020). It helps to keep track of the company’s KPIs and to make 

data-driven decisions. KPIs are metrics that are derived from the organizational goals and 

they should be selected carefully, for instance using the SMART-criteria (Doran 1981). 

The implementation of a BI system is a complex function and requires resources over a 

lengthy period (Yeoh & Koronios 2010). The business intelligence process can be 

illustrated via Choo’s (2002) information management cycle starting with the 

identification of information needs and acquiring the information to be utilized in the 

development of the business intelligence solution. Multiple roles within an organization 

can benefit from the use of data solutions such as project managers and IT managers 

(Bragen 2018).  
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The metrics to be used in the performance measurement of agile programs are defined by 

the characteristics of traditional program management as well as the definition for the 

agile program. Archibald (2003) defined traditional programs as long-term undertakings 

that include two or more projects that require close cooperation. This means that the same 

performance dimensions that are commonly used in project management are highly 

applicable also within the program level. These include issues such as budget, status, 

risks, stakeholders, and milestones.  

However, the performance measurement of the agile program typically needs new 

approaches (Dumke 2008). Misra & Omorodion (2011) stated that under the agile 

process, metrics are typically selected based on the kind of project. Kupiainen et al. (2015) 

identified some commonly used metrics in agile to include e.g. velocity, effort estimate, 

and cycle time. The combination of these agile specific metrics with the more traditional 

project management metrics, such as budget, risks, and milestones, acts as a good 

foundation for a business intelligence dashboard development.   

Table 3 below summarizes the agile program management metrics that were identified. 

The metrics are categorized based on the dimensions of the iron triangle  

Category Metrics in agile program management 

Cost Budget, Costs, Resources, Effort estimate 

Time Schedule, Milestones, Cycle time, Lead time, Velocity 

Quality Count of internal and external bugs, Number of test cases, Test 

coverage 

Scope Count of work items, Work in progress, Risks, Dependencies 

 

Table 3: Agile program management metrics (Todorovic et al. 2013, Kupiainen et al. 

2015, Misra & Omorodion 2011) 
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3 BACKGROUND OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 

The empirical research of this study is conducted as a case study within a case company. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the research was started out by carrying a rather 

extensive literature review. The literature review was accompanied by preliminary 

discussions with the key stakeholders of the project. The findings from these were used 

as a foundation for the empirical part of this research. This section discusses the research 

approach, research environment, and methodologies used in collecting the materials for 

this study as well as conducting the research itself.  

3.1 Research method 

The main ambition of this study is to design and implement a business intelligence 

dashboard for the case company. For this purpose, design science was chosen as the main 

research method due to its high level of applicability in this type of study. Design science 

is a commonly used research method when the goal is to build a solution to solve an 

identified problem. However, other research methods such as a survey and interviews 

were used to complement the general design science methodologies. 

Design science is a commonly recognized method for research in the engineering and 

computer science disciplines. According to Hevner et al. (2004), design science is 

fundamentally a problem-solving process that involves designing artifacts, evaluating the 

design, and communicating the results to appropriate audiences (Peffers et al. 2007). In 

the process, the solution to the research problem is acquired while building artifacts that 

can broadly be defined as constructs, models, methods, and instantiations of the process 

(Matook & Brown 2017). Design science seeks to create innovations through which the 

analysis, design, implementation, management, and use of information systems can be 

accomplished.  

 

Figure 14: DSRM model (Adapted from Peffer et al. 2007) 
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Peffer et al. (2007) defined a six-step model to execute the design science research 

methodology (DSRM).  Next, these steps shown in figure 14 are applied to the context of 

this study.  

1. Identify problem & motivate 

The first step of conducting design science research is to identify the problem and to show 

the value of the solution. According to Hevner (2004), the problem should have relevance 

and the objective is to develop technology-based solutions to important and relevant 

business problems. It should also motivate to pursue the solution and to accept the results 

(Peffer et al. 2007). 

In this study, the problem is that there is no commonly used tool for the data-driven 

performance measurement of the agile programs. The managers with responsibility for 

the programs need to manually collect the data and recreate the reports each time they 

want to give a presentation about the underlying issues. Also, the current tools for 

reporting aren’t flexible enough to provide a long enough time horizon for reporting 

purposes.  

The need for this study arose since it appeared that there was a need to develop the 

performance reporting practices related to the product development programs. Business 

intelligence had already been introduced as a solution to some extent, but it had not been 

taken to an adequate level. Therefore, a study related to this topic seemed rather 

advantageous. The primary motivation for this study is to give insights into the good 

practices of business intelligence usage in the program management area. 

2. Define objectives of a solution 

The second phase of the DSRM model is to define the objectives of a solution. These are 

typically inferred from the problem specification. The objectives are used as an input to 

create and design the artifacts and the artifacts should solve one or more instances of the 

identified problem. Hevner (2004) announced that it should be designed as an artifact, 

meaning that the research should produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, 

model, method, or instantiation.  
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In this research, the survey was conducted as part of defining the objectives for the 

solution. Primarily, the aim was to gain an understanding of conducting in-depth 

interviews for the main stakeholders of the study. The findings from the interviews were 

then used to design and develop the dashboard. At this point, also the empirical part of 

the thesis was written containing e.g. the development proposals for the company as well 

as discussing the potential changes to be carried out inside the company. 

3. Design & development 

Figure 15 illustrates the design science research cycles defined by Hevner (2007) applied 

to the context of this study. The relevance cycle of the figure bridges the contextual 

environment of the research with the design science activities. The rigor cycle connects 

the design science activities with the knowledge base of scientific foundations, 

experience, and expertise that informs the research project. The design cycle in the center 

iterates between the core activities of building and evaluating the design artifacts and 

processes of the research.  

 

Figure 15: Design science in this study (adapted from Hevner 2007) 

The above-discussed principles of the research cycles are also used in conducting this 

research. The literature review forms the knowledge base of this study and the 
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environment is being analyzed to define the requirements for the BI dashboard. Most of 

the knowledge base of this study is formed by the literature review discussed in chapters 

2 and 3. The relevant scientific theories, methods, and concepts are utilized as the 

grounding to develop the main artifact of this research. The knowledge base is also 

accumulated by familiarizing with the environment of the study. 

The environment of this study is formed by all the people involved in the process, 

especially the users of the dashboard, organizational systems, and technical systems as 

well as the processes and practices of the case company. The requirements for the 

dashboard and related processes are collected from the people, also considering the 

system requirements. The research environment was first analyzed through a survey that 

was carried out with a Microsoft forms questionnaire.  

The actual design science research consists of development activities related to the 

dashboard. The development was done iteratively by first developing a prototype, 

meaning the first version of the dashboard. The dashboard was introduced to the user 

groups and feedback for further development was collected. Also, new reports and 

metrics were added to the dashboard according to the needs that emerged.   

4. Demonstration, Evaluation & Communication 

The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be demonstrated via well-

executed evaluation methods. It is also important to evaluate how the artifact supports the 

solution of the problem and to communicate the problem and its importance to researchers 

and other audiences. According to Hevner (2004), the research must be presented 

effectively both to technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. 

(Hevner 2004, Peffer et al. 2007) 

In this research, the dashboard should be presented to the target users and potentially 

specific training could be organized. Also, the need for additional documentation needs 

to be considered. The evaluation of the rate at which the artifact solves the problems will 

be done by surveying the state before the BI solution and the state after the target group 

has been using the solution for a specific duration of time. 
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3.2 Case company 

The case company of this study is a large international software company offering 

information technology products and related services. The company comprises various 

separate units serving customers from different segments. This study takes place in one 

of the many business units of the case company. The business unit has arranged its 

operations according to the Scaled Agile Framework. This means that solution trains and 

agile release trains (ART) as concepts are used to give direction for product development. 

Solution train is an organizational construct that aligns the ARTs with a shared mission. 

Figure 16 illustrates the organizational overview and the units within it.  

Figure 16: Simplified organizational structure  

Product operations is the organizational function responsible for the development of the 

solutions. Within the function, there is one solution train responsible for the shared 

services and deployment work related to the ARTs. The ARTs align teams with a shared 

business and technology mission and are responsible for developing and delivering the 

solutions.  The ARTs are constructed in relation to the product families of the BU. This 

provides them with the responsibility of the related product deliveries.  

Other organizational functions within the BU are product management, sales, and 

customer operations. The focus of this study is primarily on product operations, but also 

to some extent in product management. The other functions are not within the primary 

scope of this study. However, all the functions work in dense cooperation so a single 

function can’t be entirely separated out of the context.  
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Main stakeholders of the study 

The main stakeholders of this study are managers with program management 

responsibility for product development. This study was ordered by managers working 

within the product operations organization. The primary target group of this study 

includes the users of the dashboard which are release train managers (RTM) and solution 

train managers (STM) within the organization.  There are also other stakeholders 

indirectly participating in this study most importantly product management, but also 

customer operations and sales to some extent.  

The main responsibility of RTM is to facilitate and enable end-to-end value delivery 

through orchestrating the release trains. Some of the more specific tasks include 

organizing and facilitating the release and program increment (PI) planning and 

execution. They also follow-up on the overall release train progress and ensure the release 

train maintains the schedule. This means that the milestones have been met within the 

predefined criteria.  RTMs also have the responsibility of the risk management related to 

the release and they ensure the quality and maintaining of the budget. RTMs also work in 

close co-operation with other organizational stakeholders such as product management, 

area product owners, operative product owner, and other stakeholders regarding release 

planning, strategy, and execution alignment.  

STM has the operative responsibility of product operations organization. This contains 

defining how to reach the requirements that product management sets for product 

operations. The more specific responsibilities include ensuring the delivery of releases 

with production quality and committed schedule and content. STM also ensures 

synchronization of development activities with key stakeholders by steering and guiding 

the operative work of solution train and release trains as well as together with process 

owners developing the ways of working. STM also participates in the strategic planning 

work of the organization as a member of the leadership team.  
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3.3 Data collection 

The data used in this study were collected with a survey and interviews. These research 

methods were selected to gain an extensive amount of data for the design work. Without 

the survey, it wouldn’t have been possible to get in-depth insights with the interviews. 

The survey contained open-ended questions and Likert-scaled questions (see appendix 1). 

The main motivation for the survey was to gain numerical data to be used in analyzing 

the starting point of the development process and to enable the measurement of the level 

of improvement in the future. Also, the open-ended questions used in the survey gave 

information to be utilized in formulating the actual interview questions for the target 

group.  

The interviews were conducted as semi-structured. This means that a comprehensive list 

of questions was prepared beforehand but there was still room for improvisation. All the 

planned questions were discussed with all the interviewees, but some additional topics 

were discussed from outside the script. For instance, the interviewees were asked to 

present the reports they follow regularly. All the interviews were conducted individually 

and organized via Teams due to the current Coronavirus situation. The interviews were 

arranged between the 10th and 16th of November 2020. Four of the interviews were held 

in Finnish and one in English.  The time reserved for each of the interviews was 60 

minutes and the interviews were recorded to analyze the answers afterward.  

The participants in the survey and the interviews were the same. They were selected to 

get full coverage of the target group of this study and were the ones with the direct 

program management responsibility in the case company. This means that all the primary 

users of the designed BI dashboard were involved. This resulted in a total of 5 persons 

involved in the process, 4 of them participating the survey and all in the interviews. Four 

of them were release train managers and one was a solution train manager. Each of the 

target group had been working from 1 to 5 years in their current position. So, they all had 

accumulated expertise to their roles and responsibilities. They also had a rather long 

history from various other positions within the industry. 

In addition to the survey and interviews, various documents and company internal web 

pages were used as a data source in this study. For instance, information about internal 

processes and performance reports used by the target users were analyzed.  
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4 CURRENT STATE ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the current state of the case company is discussed based on the empirical 

research of this study. The main topics in this chapter are program management and 

performance management in the agile context. Performance management is scrutinized 

primarily concerning the objectives, metrics, and reporting practices associated with it. 

The chapter starts with an overview of the results of the survey that was conducted as a 

starting point of empirical research.  

4.1 Overview to survey results 

An online questionnaire was organized for the attending employees as a starting point of 

this study. The motivation for the survey was to gain preliminary insights into the current 

state of the program management practices, especially in the reporting dimension. The 

survey contained both Likert-scaled questions and open-ended questions. The Likert 

questions were used to collect numerical data of the defined areas and the open-ended 

questions were used to gain more practical information about the discussed topics.  

First, the respondents weekly and monthly time used to create reports was evaluated. This 

data was planned to be used in assessing the results of this study in the form of time saved 

by using a BI dashboard instead of manually generating the reports. Three of the 

respondents answered to be spending more than one but less than five hours for report 

creation on weekly basis and one from five to ten hours. On monthly basis, there was 

more diversification in the answers as the time used varied from 1 to 5 hours to more than 

10 hours. Hence, it could be stated that the time used for report creation is significant and 

all the respondents could benefit if the time used would be reduced. I.e. they could focus 

on more value-adding activities.  

Within the survey questionnaire, the respondents were asked questions in four primary 

categories: 

1. Program reporting process,  

2. Data, 

3. Metrics and KPIs,  

4. Business intelligence usage 
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The respondent’s answers related to the reporting process, data, and metrics and KPIs are 

illustrated in figure 17 below. The answers are scaled from 1 to 5 determining the extent 

to which the respondents agreed with the questions asked. In the figure, the data labels 

are colored green, yellow, or red based on the average of the answers. The answers below 

or equal to 3 are marked as red meaning that they are rather alarming and require further 

attention. The issues that achieved a score higher than 4 are marked as green and the 

issues that were scored between 3 and 4 are marked as yellow. Questions 7 and 10 are 

rather inconsistent due to the inverse question format and therefore assessed reversely as 

red.  

 

Figure 17: Averages of questionnaire answers  

Reporting process  

The flow of the program reporting process and the target group’s sentiment with program 

reporting were surveyed through questions 1 to 5. The results indicate that on average the 

respondents are well familiar (4,5) with the targets associated with program reporting and 

they recognize the roles and responsibilities in the process (4,50). The reporting process 

was also recognized as an important contributor to successful product delivery (4,0).  This 

sets the requirement for systematic and effective reporting practices.  
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However, the respondents do not think that the current reporting processes and tools 

support the achievement of the targets to the required extent (3,0).  Also, the respondents 

feel like program reporting is not arranged to be as easy and effective as it should be 

(2,75). This supports the motivation for new solutions required for this purpose. One 

respondent also mentioned that the reporting is all handwork and hence a way to get data 

directly and easily from the tools is needed.  

Data 

The availability and quality of the data were surveyed through questions 6 to 10. It 

appears that the respondents are relatively well familiar with where the needed data is 

stored (4,5) but the issue is that the data is not always easily available (3,25). It is also 

more a rule than an exception that manual steps are needed to process the needed data 

(4,75). One respondent also emphasized the fact that manual data-related work takes a lot 

of effort. The fact that the data must be collected from several different systems (4,25) 

also increases the motivation for a system that does the collection work automatically or 

for a system where the data is stored collectively.  

The respondents feel like the quality of data starts to be at a pretty good level already 

(4,0), however, one respondent mentioned that there is still struggle with having a 

coherent level of entering the data into systems. Also, the definitions are not followed 

well enough which results in a situation that the data is not always telling the whole truth. 

Therefore, manual polling work is still needed to get everyone to keep the data up to date 

to get the operative picture correctly out of the systems.  

Metrics and KPIs 

The metrics and KPIs related to program management were surveyed through questions 

11 to 15. The results indicate that the respondents are better familiar with the metrics (4,0) 

of the programs than they are with the KPIs (3,25). However, this is defined by the fact 

that one respondent mentioned not to be sure what is meant with KPI. This raises the 

importance of communication and target setting at the company level.  

The results show that respondents don’t agree nor disagree (3,0) that the metrics and KPIs 

are well aligned with the business targets associated with program reporting. Nor there is 

a very high level of agreement that the number of metrics and KPIs is exactly what it 
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should be (3,25). Regardless, the most alarming issue related to the metrics is the 

generally available documentation of the metric and KPI definitions (2,75).  

Business intelligence usage  

The respondents’ sentiment towards business intelligence utilization was surveyed 

through five Likert-scaled questions and two open questions. The survey indicates that 

there is room for improvement within the understanding of the business intelligence 

concept (3,0). Also, only one of the respondents had previous experience using business 

intelligence in the current position. This shows that BI solutions are not regularly used 

for the daily reporting practices within the target group.  

 

Figure 18: The business intelligence maturity rate 

Important for this study is that majority of the respondents found BI highly applicable for 

program management (4,25). However, the availability rate of BI solutions within the unit 

is not at a required level since the respondents indicated that they are not highly satisfied 

(3,25) with the current availability rate of them. More importantly, all the respondents 

strongly agreed (5,0) that new business intelligence solutions could improve the 

efficiency of their work activities. This means that the interest in new BI solutions is very 

high among the target group and that there is room for improvement with the BI 

utilization.  
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The sentiment indicates (4,50) that the target group can imagine a new BI dashboard 

replacing the majority of the current report templates used within the unit. One of the 

respondents highlighted that they do get business data from the systems but that the 

current toolset to process it is quite limited and it requires manual work to get good, 

aggregated views of the data. This means that they are following more the different data 

sources as such but not combining too much the data to gain insights into the phenomena 

indicating how the business is going.  

In general, the respondents found BI highly applicable for program management and 

noted that it could strongly improve the efficiency of their work activities. The 

respondents primarily expected BI to improve and give help with reporting and decision 

making. It is also expected that it could replace some of the existing reporting templates 

and reduce the manual work needed to create the reports. Also, they expected that the 

new solutions should be able to better utilize the historical behavior and time reporting 

data for building the operative picture and to improve the predictability of the operations. 

Also, there appears to be a need to better utilize customer satisfaction, the customer felt 

quality, and customer behavior in the product operations and management activities.   

Conclusions of the survey answers 

The survey was conducted to measure the current reporting practices of the case company. 

The motivation for this was to gain insights into the prerequisites for the BI solution 

implementation. The most important issue that arose from the survey was the inefficiency 

of the current reporting practices. There is room to improve the current reporting practices 

with the BI solution. The results also indicate that the current reporting process and 

especially the creation of the reports is a rather time-consuming activity among the target 

users. Each of the respondents stated to spend multiple hours weekly and monthly for the 

reporting activities. Especially the amount of manual work required in this process should 

be reduced.  

The survey indicates that there is no high consensus that metrics are aligned with the 

business targets associated with program reporting, which raises the question of whether 

the metrics have been linked to the business targets. This should be confirmed to give 

business reasons and motivation for performance measurement. Also, specific target 

levels for each metric should be set to know what is expected to be achieved with the 
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measurements. The survey implied that the documentation of the metrics and KPIs should 

also be improved by defining the metrics and making them commonly available.  

There is data available within the unit to make greater use of business intelligence in the 

operative dimension. Furthermore, the quality of the data is already at a pretty good level 

so the problem is not that where the data is stored but the fact that it takes a lot of manual 

effort to collect the data and to process it into the reports. It also appears that the target 

group has high expectations for business intelligence usage even though they are not very 

experienced and familiar with it. To solve this issue, in addition to implementing the BI 

solution, in-depth user training regarding its usage is needed.  

4.2 Agile program management 

In this section, the program management practices of the case company are discussed. 

Especially the program concept and the way programs are recognized within the case 

company are emphasized. Other essential topics are the objectives of the programs and 

the practices related to achieving the objectives. 

4.2.1 Program concept  

The program concept within the case organization is highly comparable to the program 

level of the SAFe. This means that agile release trains (ART) are the main constructs in 

it, which also align the product development with a direction. ART is identified as a 

continuous function that organizes the teams working towards one or more initiatives. 

The main responsibilities of the ART include the estimation work of defining 

requirements for the teams and tracking the extent to which the committed actions are 

achieved during an increment. Also, budgeting and ensuring the committed schedule and 

quality are key tasks of a release train.  

Initiatives are created concerning the main product releases. The releases are targeted to 

be launched on a yearly basis which means that the duration of the initiatives is limited 

to the duration of the release. The interviewees also identified the initiatives as a type of 

program. The initiatives are the largest bodies of work that are first divided into epics by 

the product management organization.  
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Solution train as a concept was recently taken into use within the case company to 

orchestrate and coordinate the work performed by the release trains. Basically, the main 

product is defined in the solution level and the solution train coordinates the work of the 

release trains and brings together the releases. The interviewed STM identified the 

solution train as a program that puts together the smaller programs formed by the release 

trains. The ST also communicates the issues related to the RTs upwards while the RTs 

primarily work with the product management. 

In practice, the interviewees recognized programs as continuous processes that align the 

product development work of one product family. Within a product family, multiple 

products are developed through the programs, which also means that there are products 

that may be in different lifecycle phases. Some of those are in new product development, 

meaning that they are all new investments and entirely new to the market while others are 

in maintenance mode or nearing the end of their lifecycle. One interviewed RTM 

recognized that around half of the products of the train are in maintenance mode, meaning 

that one important area of work is the bug fixes.  

Largely the products of the case company are divided into two: independent products and 

products that are part of the main solution. The release trains are arranged to develop 

specific items for the main solution. However, the extent to which the major solution 

employs the release trains varies. Some of the ARTs focus more on independent products 

while the majority of them focus almost entirely on the main solution. The independent 

products can commonly be integrated into the main solution but also to the other solutions 

in the market.  

4.2.2 Program objectives 

The main objective of a program within the case company is to ensure that the outputs of 

the product development are of the right quality in order to bring value to the customers. 

This means that the releases are completed in time and in a form that satisfies the quality 

requirements associated with them. The requirements for the programs are provided by 

the product families that also have their own unique objectives, which are reflected in the 

ones of the release train. The release trains develop their own product families, which can 

be sold as individual releases but most commonly are part of a larger solution that is the 

main product of the unit. One interviewee recognized the releases as intermediate targets 

for the programs 
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Product management defines the targets and requirements for the contents of the releases 

and communicates them to the product operations. Product operations then gives 

estimation for the required work and gives commitment to feasible items and splits them 

into features. The implementation of the features is planned in increments. The teams are 

responsible for splitting the features into user stories that can be completed during a sprint. 

Hence, they are responsible for doing the hands-on development work of the release train. 

In this context, the work performed by the agile development teams can be analyzed in 

the form of projects. The programs supply teams with the features that are to be developed 

during the pre-defined duration of increments and sprints.  

Many of the interviewees found the objectives of the main solution often to be rather 

unrealistic meaning that all the objectives can’t be reached. Also, it was emphasized that 

the objectives are very strict and that the risks are not always considered to a required 

extent. The most decisive objective is the schedule, and, sometimes it is needed to 

compromise with the contents and quality of the product to achieve the schedule-related 

objectives.  On the other hand, the objectives of the independent products were found 

more flexible than with the main product release. Commonly they are more customer-

oriented meaning that specific features are sold to the customer and that there are no strict 

schedule requirements associated with them.  

4.2.3 Product increment planning 

The product development work of the case company is organized through product 

increments (PI). The purpose of the PI planning is to ensure that product development 

work is focusing on the right things according to the prioritization of product 

management. The goal of PI planning is to have a controlled working environment where 

teams can work without sudden surprises and work only with the backlog that brings 

business value.  

The PI planning process starts four weeks before the new increment. First, the themes and 

targets for future releases are planned and the targets are split for the next increments. 

This contains defining and prioritizing epics and features based on the targets. During the 

process, product development works in close cooperation with product management. The 

epics are defined by product management and product development splits them into 

features that can be developed during an increment.   Based on this, sprint backlogs, risks, 

and dependencies are created.  
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Only “content” work items, meaning initiatives, epics, and features are handled via the PI 

planning process. However, features will be split into user stories as part of the continuous 

planning process latest before the sprint they are taken into work. This means that a user 

story split of the features is recommended during the PI planning process. The continuous 

planning also contains the continuous scanning of markets, customer wishes, and product 

backlog prioritization done by product management.  

The duration of the actual increment is six weeks, and it is divided into three sprints of 

two-week length development cycles. The features are supposed to be developed during 

one increment, but epics may last for a couple of increments. The schedule for the product 

increment planning and development is illustrated in figure 19. 

  

Figure 19: Increment and sprint schedule 

 

One interviewee recognized that some of the product development carried out in the case 

company contains the development of products that are continuously produced through 

sprints and increments. Considering this type of product, product owners and 

development teams share the responsibility of creating work items that can be delivered 

during the sprints. 

4.3 Performance management in agile programs 

In this study, performance management is recognized as a process of creating a context 

for performance measurement. It covers the methods, metrics, processes, and tools that 

are used for managing performance.  In this chapter, these elements are discussed in the 
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context of the case company and its programs. First, the reporting practices are reviewed 

since they are a prerequisite in ensuring the organization achieves the objectives set for 

the programs. Also, the tools and systems used in the activities related to managing the 

performance of the programs are demonstrated. However, the biggest weight is put on the 

performance metrics used in the agile programs due to their importance for the scope of 

this study.  

4.3.1 Performance reporting 

Performance reporting can be identified to create the context for performance 

measurement. Within the case company, the primary reason for performance reporting is 

to ensure that the products are developed based on the requirements and that the targets 

associated with them have been met. RTMs work in close cooperation with product 

management and execute reporting activities almost on a daily basis. Release trains also 

have a responsibility of keeping the solution level informed about what is going on within 

the release trains. However, this kind of reporting is rather informal and conducted 

primarily verbally three times a week.  

The most formal reporting stream occurs between the trains and the head of the 

organization. This kind of reporting is conducted monthly and it contains reporting of the 

most important development related metrics. This is called business review or product 

development monthly report and it contains reporting of the overall performance of the 

trains, but especially the performance of the individual teams. The interviewed STM also 

participates in the leadership team’s meeting approximately on a weekly basis to discuss 

the risks associated with the programs. 

The program reporting is arranged at the release train level at least bimonthly. However, 

smaller monitoring is conducted for products and teams irregularly. The progress of the 

release trains is reported to product management and release managers in weekly key 

initiative follow-up calls and biweekly main release follow-up meetings. Another 

irregular reporting is needed e.g. for decision milestones or for the products that are under 

special monitoring. One of the interviewed RTMs concluded to participate in various 

reporting activities approximately twice a week. 

There is also reporting tied with the increment and sprint schedule. Once every two 

weeks, the sprints outcome and the operative picture of the trains is analyzed internally 
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within the train. Once the increment ends, an increment review is organized in which the 

overall performance of the increment is scrutinized and especially the completed features 

and epics are reviewed. The outcome of the increments is also reported to product 

management. In this process, also the expectations for the next increment are planned. 

4.3.2 Performance measurement 

The research indicated that the main motivation for using performance measurement in 

program management includes the need from management, ensuring quality and schedule 

and to follow the progress and trend of the organizational development against the agreed 

goals. For instance, the lifecycle of work items and velocity of iterations is followed to 

understand the rate at which the “machine” works. The financial metrics and resources 

are followed against the operative planning including the budgets that have been made. 

Also, the timely organizational development goals like optimizing the customer 

deliveries, ticket handlings, and increase of test automation level are being followed. The 

basic work item quality-related indicators are also followed closely to be able to rely on 

the data. 

The target group had varying opinions on which metrics have the highest level of business 

importance. Figure 20 illustrates the metrics that the interviewees mentioned to be 

regularly following in their programs. The stacked bar chart shows in grey the times the 

metrics were mentioned and in red the count the metrics were identified among the most 

important metrics. As a conclusion can be identified that cycle time and customer bugs 

were identified as the number one important metrics in the programs. The customer bugs 

were noted to be important since they are one of the few metrics showing customer 

satisfaction and due to their direct indication of how the product is performing. However, 

it seems that there is a rather high level of consensus of the metrics among the 

interviewees.  
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Figure 20: Performance metrics in the case company 

Financial metrics, release schedule, and internal bugs are also followed by all of the 

interviewees and one of the interviewees identified them among the most important 

metrics. Surprisingly, only three of the interviewees mentioned to be regularly following 

the velocity metric, but two of those recognized it among the most important metrics. 

However, it appears that most of the interviewees are following it alongside the cycle 

time metric, so they possibly forgot to mention it. In general, the cycle time and velocity 

were recognized to have importance from a business perspective since they increase the 

predictability of work and gives an understanding of whether there is room for 

improvement.  

Figure 20 also shows that majority of the interviewees are following the test cases as a 

metric. However, none of them identified it among the most important metrics. Another 

under-represented metric in the graph is risks. Only two of the interviewees mentioned to 

regularly follow risks and neither of those directly categorized them as a metric. In the 

following sections, the identified performance metrics are discussed more in-depth.  

Cycle time 

By definition, cycle time is defined as the amount of time a team spends working on 

producing an item. Within the case company, the objective for cycle time is to indicate 

whether the planned features and user stories can be completed during the sprints and 

increments. There is a target associated with the cycle time that the features should be 
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completed within 6 weeks and the stories within 2 weeks. One of the interviewees noted 

the trend to be that the sprints are commonly well predictable but that there is still to 

improve with the features.  It was also suggested that after the targets with the features 

have been achieved the focus could be shifted towards the cycle times of epics. However, 

this would mainly indicate the planning capability of the product management unit.  

 

 Figure 21: Example of a cycle time graph 

In the case company, cycle time is measured as the days it takes for the work items from 

when they are started to the moment they are marked as completed. The cycle time is 

calculated for each of the completed work items and the data is used to create a line graph 

of the data. Also, the visualization shows the average cycle time for all the work items 

during the defined timeframe. The cycle time visualization also indicates the number of 

specific work items completed during the selected time. There is a need to be able to filter 

the different work items to select which work items are to be included in the report. The 

alternatives for the work items are features, user stories, and bugs.  

Release schedule 

The major program objective is to ensure that the release schedule is being met. The main 

solution of the case unit is launched as a yearly release which also defines the primary 

schedule of one year. However, within the releases, the SAFe structure is identified as a 

key driver in ensuring the schedule since it sets the durations for increments and sprints. 

Within the case unit, the work is planned for increments and sprints and it is on release 
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trains’ responsibility to ensure that the schedule is met for those. In cases of slippage, 

release trains aim at mitigating the damages caused by the slippage of the schedule. One 

interviewee mentioned that the work is organized based on defined priorities. The best 

estimates for the duration of the work are given and work is organized based on those.  

One interviewee emphasized that there has been a will to move towards a partnership 

model that would better support agile practices. This would bring additional value to the 

customer organizations and help product development to optimize the activities. The 

current model doesn’t support agile practices to the desired extent due to the customers' 

limited capability to accept new releases since the majority of the deliveries are made on-

premises which causes interruption to their daily activities.  This is forcing the case unit 

to create plans for a year off. Such long-term schedule related objectives increase the risk 

of slipping out of the schedule and hinders the incremental deployment.  The product 

development is capable of incremental releases, but the customer base and business model 

don’t support the agile release model to a required extent which causes contradictions. 

Financial metrics 

The financial objectives of the programs are highly associated with the planned budget 

and the actual costs caused by the development work. All of the interviewees recognized 

budget and costs matters among the most important objectives for a program. The budget 

for the products is planned as an estimation of the required workload for the product 

development effort which is then requested from the upper management. The budget is 

typically defined on a yearly basis and followed monthly in comparison to the actual 

costs.  

In the last resort, upper management is responsible for deciding the yearly budget and 

allocating it to the programs. Release train managers follow closely the actual costs that 

have been realized during product development. The actual costs are compared to the 

planned costs by products in periods that can be defined on a monthly or year to date 

basis. Some of the interviewees mentioned that comparing the forecasted budget to the 

actual budget shows where the investment is going.  

The common financial metrics reported at the program level are total budget and realized 

budget. Commonly, there is a need to analyze the difference between the estimated and 

realized budget. Some release trains also track the FTE count parallel to the budget data. 
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It appears that there isn’t a standardized way for financial reporting since the data is 

manually retrieved from ERP for each reporting need. Also, some release trains do 

financial reporting as a yearly budget and some as a monthly budget. This refers to year-

to-date (YTD) or period-to-date (PTD), which in the case company is tracked in monthly 

periods. 

 

Figure 22: Example of a financial graph 

Velocity 

By definition, velocity is the measurement of the quantity of the work the team delivers 

per unit of time. It can be used for measuring the productivity of software development. 

In the case company, it is measured as the count of work items completed during a sprint 

and measured primarily on team level but also on release train level. Velocity is used to 

indicate the count of stories closed during a sprint and features during increments. In the 

case company, it is shown in four categories: planned, completed, completed late, and 

incomplete. The visualization also shows the average velocity for the work items.  

The interviewees highlighted that the velocity is best used to track the extent to which the 

planned and committed items can be completed. Especially since the teams have the 

freedom to choose what they do in the sprints, so it indicates how well the team has 

achieved to complete the items it has planned to. This is important in order to be able to 

rely on the teams’ planning capability in the long term.    
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Figure 23: Example of a velocity graph 

However, it was noted it is common that teams plan different kinds of stories, so it is 

difficult to generalize the velocity measures. Still, the trend of the velocity metric can be 

used to indicate show the development of the organizational performance if historical data 

is used. 

Customer incidents and bugs  

The quality of the software products is defined as the count of customer incidents and 

bugs. Customer bugs emerge from the incidents made by the customer which can also be 

recognized as post-release defects. The most important quality-related objective is to 

minimize the amount of customer reported incidents that arise when customers are having 

issues with the products and their functionality. However, the majority of the customer 

incidents can be resolved without a need to make changes to the software. Such incidents 

may be e.g. related to the configuration or infrastructure of the software. Therefore, 

incidents may be directly or indirectly related to the software.  

The number of customer incidents is the most important measure of product quality. It 

indicates the overall quality of the product releases by showing e.g. the usability of the 

products. Commonly prioritization related to the product quality is made towards new 

products instead of the products that are closer to the end of the lifecycle. The majority 

of the bugs are identified internally via an automatic testing process, but it is also common 
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that there are some bugs identified after the system has been delivered to the customer. 

In these cases, customers create bug tickets via ServiceNow, from where they are 

communicated to the product development via the internal service desk.  

The number of incidents is also analyzed by products and the products with the most 

incidents typically require actions and are taken into more intense monitoring. However, 

one interviewee highlighted that it is difficult to make a comparison between the products 

since the products may be much different from each other for instance considering the 

size of the product, customer segment, and the functionality of the product. 

The bugs can indicate what has been tested and what requires further action. Also, the 

count of bugs can be analyzed to see how the trends progress over time. The internal bugs 

are identified via an internal test pipeline containing both manual and automatized testing.  

Test cases 

Test metrics are a commonly used metric, especially within the release trains. On the 

release train level, the count of completed test cases, automated test cases, and manual 

test cases are tracked. One metric commonly used within the case company is the count 

of test automation test cases, which is primarily measured and analyzed on a monthly 

basis. The interviewees highlighted that the count can be used to indicate how testing is 

being done and how it is improving. The analysis is made primarily on the testing 

performance of individual teams. This is done to identify the teams that are performing 

well or whether some team is having issues. 

Both manual and automatized testing are performed within the case company and the 

major objective related to it is to increase the automatic testing and its coverage. However, 

there is currently no generally recognized way to measure it and the number of test cases 

is rather used to analyze the trend of the testing. The understanding of the test readiness 

and coverage is acquired by tracking the automated test cases are against a specific epic 

or initiative. 

Testing related metrics were also identified to be rather difficult to measure since it 

requires a lot of manual digging from the systems. Especially it appears that there is a lot 

of manual work required to compile the overall status of the performance of the testing 

process. It was also pointed out that it is an important issue to be measured since it helps 

to stay on track with the quality of the work. Furthermore, it was mentioned that the 
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current test metrics don’t indicate the overall performance or security aspect of the release 

quality.   

Risks 

The main scope of risk assessment within the case company is related to the software 

products and services. It is the shared responsibility of the product development teams 

and product management to identify, analyze, and treat risks. The risks are commonly 

identified to affect the releases The case company uses a qualitative method for risk 

analysis for both severity and probability of the risks. The impacts are assessed on a scale 

from 1 to 3. Within severity assessment, the analysis is made based on the impacts on 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability.  The probability of the risk occurrence is 

assessed based on how probable the risk is to realize. In this assessment, 1 means that the 

risk is low and improbable and 3 that the probability is high, and the risk is likely to 

happen.  

The magnitude of the risks is calculated based on the product of the probability and 

severity calculation. If the associated value of severity and probability is over 5 or if the 

probability is high, the risks are not acceptable. For those risks that cannot be accepted 

there is a need to modify the risk that is made by applying controls that usually lower the 

risk. The selected control must be such that after the control is applied the residual risk is 

on an acceptable level. The decision to accept product-related risks shall be made after 

the evaluation of applied controls during the risk treatment.  

One interviewee emphasized that there is a need to better acknowledge the risks with the 

main releases. Due to the long-term objectives of the releases, there is a rather high-risk 

level associated with achieving the defined objectives. There has been lacking resiliency 

with the risks and especially readiness to compromise within the schedule when it seems 

like the targeted schedule will not be achieved. It was mentioned that there is a high-risk 

level associated with the schedules and the risks have sometimes been realized due to 

insufficient risk management. 
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Figure 24: Risk matrix used in the case company 

4.3.3 Tools and systems  

The tools and systems used in performance management contain the ones used for data 

storage and for processing the data. The main data storages are Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP) system, Azure DevOps (ADO), and increasingly also ServiceNow. ERP 

contains the data related to budget, cost, and resources and ADO is used for practically 

all the data related to product development. The ServiceNow is used for the customer 

incidents and its use is planned to be increased during the next year also in release train 

level. Also, internal websites are used for specific needs. 

The primary tools used for data processing and presentation are Excel, PowerPoint and 

ADO. Especially, ADO queries are used. There are existing templates that are modified 

based on reporting needs. For instance, the data from ERP is acquired to excel and some 

processing activities are required to get the data into the desired format. PowerPoint is 

generally used for giving presentations of the data. Also, in some cases, direct reporting 

from ADO may be given and there are some dashboards integrated with the ADO tool 

that is commonly used for reporting.  

The operative practices of the case company are experienced to be quite informal and not 

taking much additional effort. Lately, they have succeeded to keep the tools well up-to-

date and that has helped a lot with building the operative picture and reporting from 

different stakeholders.  
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4.4 Challenges and improvement proposals 

In this section, the challenges that were identified during the survey and interviews are 

discussed. These are categorized to the performance measurement related challenges and 

reporting related challenges. Also, improvement proposals are discussed based on the 

conclusions made out of the current state analysis.  

4.4.1 Challenges with performance measurement 

The existing performance measurement practices of the organization split the opinions of 

the interviewees. Some were rather satisfied with the metrics and measurement practices 

but some implied directly that the metrics are not at the level where they should be at. 

Also, one interviewee highlighted that the targets for the metrics and measurement have 

not been defined for this ongoing year. Therefore, there is no understanding of the target 

levels for some of the metrics. In general, the interviewees also found that there is room 

to improve with defining the objectives for the programs. For instance, it was stated that 

the defined objectives of the programs may differ based on the technical expertise of the 

product manager. Without a high enough understanding of the technical requirements, 

the expectations may not be very realistic.  

The negative opinions on the performance metrics were defined by the factor that the 

measurement is made solely based on the data that can be easily accessed. One 

interviewee mentioned that the metrics don’t always indicate what is being done and what 

could be improved. One major issue with the current measurement practices is the 

accuracy of the measurements. For instance, it was identified that it is possible to distort 

the measures e.g. for the cycle times by using faulty starting dates for the work related to 

the user stories and features.  By doing so, the measures can be modified to show better 

performance than it is.  

Several of the interviewees recognized testing as a challenging area for measurement. It 

was expressed that the current practices for testing related measurements are rather 

confusing and the capabilities for it insufficient. They are expected to measure the count 

of test automation cases with a target of continuously increasing the number of automated 

test cases. It was also mentioned that it is only possible to take snapshots of the data which 

means that it is not possible to analyze the trends related to the testing performance. 

Furthermore, it was criticized that this measure can’t be compared between each of the 
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teams and release trains because of their different products and lifecycle phases. They 

have also been requested to manually document the automated test cases in the databases, 

but this has been seen as unnecessary among the interviewees.  

Another thing that is causing challenges for measurement is the customer feedback side. 

For instance, the customer incidents are not linked to releases and they are sometimes 

communicated as issues that don’t appear on backlogs meaning that they can’t be 

prioritized.  One interviewee suggested that the quality of the products could be measured 

based on the usage analytics. There has been a strong will to measure the usability of the 

products in this way, but the current products don’t have the technical functionality for it. 

This is a thing that limits performance measurement to some extent. This could be enabled 

by including analytics within the products but until today this has been lacking. 

4.4.2 Challenges with performance reporting 

The primary performance reporting related challenges originate to the lack of capabilities 

within the current tools. For instance, the current tools don’t support the need of analyzing 

the product development data in comparison to the time factor. One interviewee 

emphasized that there is a need to analyze the data in periods or from the beginning of 

the year. However, there is no reasonable way of doing this kind of analysis or it requires 

a ridiculous amount of manual effort.  In general, the manual effort required for the report 

creation was commonly identified as a major issue. Especially, several interviewees 

emphasized that the process of acquiring data from the ERP takes a significant amount of 

time.  

The ADO tool was also recognized as a major bottleneck within the reporting practices. 

The case company relies on the tool to a very high extent since it is used for storing 

practically all the product development related data of the organization. Furthermore, the 

tool is not solely used for data storage purposes since it is also used for analysis and 

reporting purposes which put a heavy load on it. This causes significant performance-

related requirements for the tool. Also, the currently used visualizations, etc. related to 

the product development data are based on what can be gotten out of the tool.  

One interviewee pointed out that one problem with the current reporting tools is that the 

information they show may already be outdated since things may change quickly and 

their refresh intervals may be rather long. Also, it was hoped to get rid of reporting as a 
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practice since with the reporting that is done e.g. on a monthly it may be too late to react 

to some critical things within the products. A better alternative would be to analyze the 

data in real-time with the tools and improve the timeliness of the decisions.  

In general, there is plenty of data available to be utilized in reporting but there are no 

means of taking advantage of the it at the desired level. One interviewee deplored the fact 

that there is data within reach but much of the potential remains unused. Also, one 

challenge with the current reporting practices is to combine data from multiple sources. 

The current systems for reporting make it difficult to combine the data sources and 

compels to jump from system to system when collecting data and presenting it. 

4.4.3 Improvement proposals 

The interviewees emphasized that they are not using BI for any product development 

related reporting. They recognized that the use of BI would reduce the need of performing 

additional and manual reporting. One interviewee hoped that BI would enable better use 

of historical data in forecasting. The current dashboards used in the case company show 

the snapshot of the data meaning that the analysis of the historical data and creation of 

estimations of future behavior is not possible. BI was also expected to be highly beneficial 

in creating trendlines of the data since the current reporting solutions don’t have that 

capability.  

One interviewee set a target state for BI usage to be that there would be a reporting system 

that is so configurable that every stakeholder group could use it to gain a real-time view 

of all the key metrics relevant to one’s role. This kind of solution would then eliminate 

the need of sitting all day long in meetings showing the metrics from PowerPoint and 

Excel. This would also end up in significant savings yearly when there is no need to 

manually compile these reports and spend time giving the presentations.  

In table 4 below, the key takeaways from the current state analysis are summarized. 

Proposals are made based on the conclusions made out of the survey but also based on 

the challenges discussed in this section. They are also categorized to direct actions and 

indirect opportunities. Direct actions are something that can be rather easily fixed but the 

indirect opportunities can be achieved only after the direct actions have been made. 
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Table 4: Improvement proposals based on the current state analysis 

Proposal Description  

Documentation of the 

metrics  

The metrics and measurement practices should be documented and 

made generally available to increase the understanding around 

them. 

D
irect a

ctio
n

s 

Align metrics with 

business objectives 

The metrics should be linked to the business targets to give a 

business reason why specific metrics are used.  

Define targets for 

performance 

measurement and KPIs 

The target values for performance measurements should be 

defined to increase the understanding of the purposes of the 

metrics. 

Improve the data 

utilization rate 

Plenty of data remains unused. New solutions are needed to 

improve the utilization rate to gain new insights into the business. 

Increase the 

availability of BI 

solutions 

The current availability rate of BI solutions was discovered to be 

insufficient. There is a need for new solutions to be used in the 

management of the programs. 

Improve the efficiency 

of the reporting 

practices 

The current reporting practices and tools were not identified to be 

as easy and effective as they should be.  

In
d

irect o
p

p
o
rtu

n
ities 

Reduce the time used 

for manual reporting 

practices 

The time used for reporting practices at a weekly and monthly 

level should be reduced. Currently, the amount of required 

handwork for reporting practices is notable.  

Increase understanding 

of business intelligence 

The understanding of the business intelligence concept and 

practices related to it should be increased among the target group. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

This chapter combines empirical evidence with insights from the literature review. This 

is done to describe the good practices for developing the BI dashboard and for selecting 

the metrics to be utilized in the performance management of agile programs in the case 

company. Basically, this chapter seeks answers to the research question: “How should 

business intelligence be utilized in developing the performance management practices of 

the case company?” The dashboard is designed as the primary artifact used for the 

improvement purposes. 

Performance management is the process of creating a context for performance 

measurement. It covers the methods, metrics, processes, and tools that are used for 

managing performance. (Yadav et al. 2013, Bonghez & Grigoroiu 2013) This means that 

the improvement of the performance management practices focuses first of all on the 

methods, metrics, tools, and processes used for it. In this study, the focus is primarily on 

the metrics and tools since the existing performance metrics of the company are being 

analyzed and the BI solution is being used as the primary artifact for the improvement. 

However, the designed BI solution also has an indirect impact on the methods and 

processes of the company.  

5.1 Performance objectives  

In this section, performance objectives for the agile programs are discussed. These are 

later utilized in defining the requirements for the business intelligence dashboard. 

Referring to the dimensions of the balanced scorecard (BSC) (Kaplan & Norton 1992), 

the objectives and metrics can be categorized according to the internal business 

perspective, financial perspective, customer perspective, and innovation and learning. 

The performance metrics and objectives of the case company were already discussed in 

chapter 4.3. In this section, these are categorized according to the BSC.  Figure 25 

illustrates this categorization based on the performance objectives that were identified 

within the empirical research. 

There are also some objectives and metrics that affect multiple dimensions but can’t be 

directly categorized to either of the financial, customer, or internal business dimensions. 
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The most important ones are the risks that occur in the internal processes and may have 

an influence on the customer dimension and therefore also on the finances.   

 

Figure 25: Balanced scorecard categorization of program-level performance objectives 

in this study  

Based on the empirical research, budget and cost-related objectives are the main elements 

from the financial perspective. The financial objectives of the programs are highly 

associated with the planned budget and the actual costs caused by the development work. 

All the interviewees recognized budget and cost matters among the most important 

metrics for a program. The primary objectives of the programs can be identified to contain 

reaching the budget and therefore creating value financially. The importance of the cost 

objectives is highlighted to analyze the profits. Also, it should be noted that the risks may 

have financial consequences when realized.  

The majority of the program level objectives and performance metrics are related to the 

internal business dimension. The primary metrics used for tracking the organizational 

performance within the case company are cycle time and velocity. These are followed on 

the team, release train, and solution train levels. The most common use of these metrics 

is to track the performance of the teams and trains by sprints and increments. They are 

• Employee 
engagement

• Skills and 
capabilities

• Customer 
satisfaction

• Release schedule
• Product quality

• Productivity
• Efficiency
• Predictability

• Budget and cost 
objectives

Financial Internal 
business

Innovation 
and 

learning
Customer
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followed within iteration review points, meaning bi-weekly for sprints, every six weeks 

for increments, and monthly for business steering calls. However, these metrics were 

emphasized to be important also in enabling predictability of the sprints and increments.  

Interviewees recognized the objective of achieving the sprint and increment schedules 

and outcomes as an important objective for the programs. Especially the rate at which the 

planned items are completed was recognized as an important measure. Velocity is one 

commonly used metric for analyzing this factor. There are also targets associated with 

velocity and cycle time. Especially for cycle time, it is targeted to complete stories within 

a sprint, meaning 14 days and a feature during one increment or 42 days. Internal bugs 

are also an important metric considering the internal business and especially the quality 

of the product development.  

Customer satisfaction is the main objective of the customer dimension. Some sub-

objectives related to this can be identified to be the release schedule and the 

responsiveness to the customer requirements. These are major factors leading to customer 

satisfaction.  If the schedule is not met or the product doesn’t match the customer’s 

requirements, the customer may change the supplier.  Product quality is a major 

contributor to customer satisfaction and common metrics for it are customer incidents and 

bugs. The count of customer incidents should be minimized by identifying the bugs 

internally before releasing the products.   

Innovation and learning dimensions are not within the central scope of this study, but 

some objectives related to it came up during the interviews. Most importantly, one 

program level goal is to ensure that the teams perform at the required level. This requires 

employees’ skills and capabilities to be at the required level to reach the technical 

objectives associated with developing the products. Therefore, it is required for the 

program manager to ensure that the teams are working as needed. Also, employee 

engagement and satisfaction are important to achieve success in the long-term.  
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5.2 Defining requirements for the dashboard 

In this section, business requirements for the BI dashboard are identified. In this study, 

these requirements originate from the conclusions made out of the survey indicating that 

there is a need to improve the efficiency of the current performance reporting practices 

and to reduce the time used for manual reporting activities. Larson and Chang (2016) 

stated that a good practice during the identification is to use business questions to provide 

insights into needed data sources, dimensions, and facts. Also, there should be goals 

associated with the selected metrics (Lönnqvist & Pirttimäki 2006, Caldiera & Rombach 

1994, Ebert et al. 2005) and the goals should be aligned with organizational objectives 

(Bonghez & Grigoroiu 2013). 

During the literature review of this study, the best practices for defining the metrics were 

discussed. One way of ensuring that the metrics are aligned with goals is to use the Goal-

Question-Metric (GQM) approach to supplement the balanced scorecard. Within the 

GQM approach, questions are defined based on the goals and then metrics are identified 

to give answers to the questions.  The goals can be considered as requirements that the 

dashboard should satisfy. In this study, they were derived from the objectives of the 

programs and the challenges that were identified with the current performance 

measurement and reporting practices.  

In table 5 below, the performance management requirements are used as foundations for 

the GQM and based on those the metrics for the BI dashboard are defined. The selected 

goals originate from the performance objectives discussed in the previous subchapter 

(5.1). The more specific goals were defined based on the current state analysis and 

especially based on the challenges that were identified with the current performance 

metrics and measurement practices. The questions were formed based on the defined 

goals and metrics were selected to gain answers to the questions.  
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Goal Question Metric 

#1 Achieve the 

release schedule 

and contents as 

planned 

What is the planned schedule for the release? Planned release date 

What is the readiness for the release? Percentage of initiatives 

closed of total initiatives 

What is the overall risk of not achieving the 

schedule and contents as planned? 

Count of open risks and 

magnitudes 

#2 Improve the 

predictability of 

the increments 

and sprints 

How well can we reach the target of 

completing features during an increment and 

stories during a sprint? 

Feature cycle time 

Story cycle time 

How many stories are completed during one 

sprint? 

Sprint velocity 

How reliable and accurate is the PI planning 

process? 

Count of epics created 

after the F3 milestone 

#3 Deliver the 

products within 

high-quality 

standards  

Are we able to fix the bugs that have been 

identified? 

Internal bugs  

How high is the quality of our products?  Customer bugs 

#4 Improve the 

performance of 

the testing 

process 

How is our testing pipeline performing? Test coverage 

Count of test cases 

 

Table 5: Selected metrics derived from organizational goals and related questions 
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The defined goals and metrics associated with achieving those goals should also be 

SMART checked. Meaning that they are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and 

time-sensitive (Shahin & Mahbod 2007). Specificity calls for the goals to be as precise as 

possible. In this case, this builds upon the requirement of giving more accurate 

descriptions for each of the goals e.g. by defining target levels for each of the goals and 

discussing how the goals are planned to be reached. It can be stated that each of the goals 

is measurable since all the metrics derived out of those are quantitative. However, the 

standard or assumed performance for the measures should be defined.  

The achievability says that the goals should not be out of reach and there should be 

someone responsible for them. This can be recognized to contain the overall responsibility 

of the goals and the responsibility of the performance measurement. The interviews 

indicated that the responsibilities within the case company are rather well-acknowledged 

in general. The teams are responsible for measuring their performance and RTMs and 

STMs have their entities to be managed. Realistic or relevant goals should be realistically 

achievable and directly related to the success or failure of the programs. In this case, the 

lack of specificity disturbs the evaluation of whether the goals can realistically be 

achieved or not. However, since the goals were derived out of empirical evidence, they 

can be recognized to be highly relevant.  

The time-sensitivity of the goals requires defining a specific deadline for achieving those. 

The majority of the interviewees recognized that there is room to improve with analyzing 

the performance in comparison to time. Currently, the possibilities to analyze the 

historical performance or estimating future direction have been limited. However, there 

is a lot of historical data available and the deadlines for the goals can easily be drawn.  

5.3 Designing the business intelligence dashboard 

The designed dashboard should satisfy the needs of the primary stakeholders of this study. 

This contains the RTMs and STMs working densely with the agile programs. According 

to Larson & Chang (2016), the main activities in the design phase of the BI lifecycle are 

modeling and establishing the architecture of the system. Moreover, it should focus on 

business processes (Elbashir & Williams 2007). In this project, the business processes 

were considered when selecting the metrics for the dashboard. The identified 
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organizational objectives and the metrics derived out of those are used as a foundation for 

the design work.  

It is evident that the solution train and release trains bring different requirements for the 

dashboard. Solution train mainly operates in the portfolio level of the SAFe in which the 

coordination of initiatives and epics is done across the release trains (Measey 2015) 

whereas the main goal of the release trains is to organize teams in a way that optimizes 

the value delivery (Turetken et al. 2017). This means that the release trains operate at the 

program level and are more interested in organizing the daily work of the teams while the 

solution train orchestrates the release trains. The teams are primarily working with the 

features and stories.  

Based on the empirical study, the designed dashboard should enable an analysis of the 

readiness of the products and especially of the release schedule. This was prioritized as 

the first requirement for the dashboard. The second objective of improving the 

predictability of the increments and sprints is a major contributor to the release schedule. 

Furthermore, it can logically be included in the same dashboard. The third goal of 

delivering the products with high-quality standards can be incorporated in the solution 

through the bugs that have been linked to the releases in ADO. One good way of analyzing 

the bugs is to analyze the overall bug count per the releases to assess the quality of the 

products. Another perspective is to assess the count of bugs closed during the sprints.  

The fourth objective of improving the performance of the testing process is a rather 

independent entity in comparison to the other objectives. However, since the test metrics 

are primarily analyzed at a team level they should be included in the same dashboard as 

the other team-level metrics. This builds the motivation for designing two dashboards, 

one for overall release performance management and another for assessing the more in-

depth performance of the teams and release trains.   

The financial objectives were decided not to include within the scope of the dashboard 

since the financial metrics and resources are stored in separate storage and there is 

currently no means to map them with the product development data. Also, they are a 

rather independent entity and there is already a BI solution available for them. Therefore, 

they were not prioritized in this dashboard. 
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5.3.1  Principles of the dashboards 

Two separate dashboards were decided to be designed to ensure their suitability for the 

identified use cases. Also, the required contents for the dashboards appeared to be too 

diverse to be included in one collective solution. Therefore, one dashboard was designed 

for managing the performance of the product releases and another assessing the 

performance of the release trains and teams.  

Release dashboard  

The release dashboard concentrates on the paramount issues influencing the delivery of 

the releases. The empirical research indicated that there is no proper way to measure how 

well the release schedule and contents are being met. Currently, the release schedule can 

be analyzed by looking at the planned date and comparing it to the actual completion date. 

However, there is no way to measure whether all the requirements associated with the 

release have been fulfilled. The most desired objective for the BI dashboard is to enable 

measurement of the release schedule and the extent to which the planned work items are 

completed. This would enable the analysis of the completion rate of the release. This 

primarily contains the measurement of the rate at which the releases, initiatives, and epics 

are completed during the predefined timeframe or the schedule. Especially this would fill 

the deficit that the existing tools have with analyzing the data in contrast to time.   

The defined objectives for the release dashboard contain the measurement of the readiness 

of the releases and the rate at which the contents have been reached in comparison to the 

schedule. The dashboard should also enable assessing the quality of the release meaning 

the count of bugs detected related to it. This would enable an analysis of the product 

quality, which was identified among the most crucial objectives for the programs. The 

empirical research proved risk management practices to require further emphasis. Hence, 

the dashboard should also emphasize the risks affecting the release to estimate whether it 

is likely that the release will be completed as planned. 

The releases primarily comprise the initiatives and a prerequisite for assessing the release 

readiness is that the scope of the initiatives has been frozen. The interviewees recognized 

that it is problematic when new epics are created after the design process has ended, 

meaning that the F3 milestone has been reached. Therefore, it appears that there is a need 

to analyze the number of new items created after the solution design process has ended. 
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Especially, it appears that there is a need to analyze the timing when new epics are created. 

This means that in an ideal situation once the product management has split the initiative 

into epics and given the F3 approval new epics should not appear to the initiative. 

Contrasting the epics to the milestone schedule builds upon the requirement of analyzing 

the work items in comparison to time. This was also identified as a major deficit within 

the current performance measurement possibilities. 

In general, there is a strong will to measure the readiness of the work items. For instance, 

the count of completed epics within an initiative. This metric could be used in various 

levels of the backlog hierarchy to measure the completion rate of the items. Especially 

there is a need to track the date when the items have been created, when they are planned 

to be finished, and have the targets been achieved. This would also demonstrate the 

planning capability meaning the rate at which the planned items are completed.  

Release train and team dashboard 

A second dashboard was designed to enable a better organizational aspect to performance 

management. The dashboard focuses on assessing the release trains’ and teams’ 

performance during the increments and sprints. Reflecting on the balanced scorecard, the 

primary dimensions are internal business and innovation and learning. This means that 

the objectives associated with the dashboard are productivity, efficiency, predictability, 

and teams’ skills and capabilities. The performance metrics included in the dashboard 

contain cycle time, velocity, and testing-related metrics. The scope of the dashboard can 

be roughly categorized into sprint and increment outcomes and testing performance. 

At the release train level, the analysis of the readiness level requires identification of the 

rate at which the committed items have been completed during the increment and sprints. 

The interviewees recognized organizational performance including productivity and 

predictability as important objectives for programs. Cycle time and velocity are 

commonly used metrics for that purpose, and they are regularly followed and utilized for 

reporting purposes to give information about how the different levels: solution train, 

release train, and teams are performing. Especially the use of cycle time was highlighted 

to achieve predictability of the increments and sprints. One interviewee highlighted cycle 

time to be the most important metric from the perspective of product operations since it 

indicates the success of the planning process.  
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There is an objective associated with the cycle time that the user stories should be 

completed during one sprint. This means that they are planned to be of manageable size 

and that the right amount of resources is allocated for them. One interviewee recognized 

that this is objective is achieved to a pretty good extent already. However, the objective 

of features going from start to complete during one increment is not very well achieved 

yet. 

The number of bugs or defects is an important measure both from the internal process 

point of view but also from the customer point of view. The majority of the interviewees 

follow the number of internal bugs as well as the number of customer bugs. Especially 

the trend of the bugs is being followed and the rate at which the bugs can be closed and 

how many bugs remain open. A couple of the interviewees mentioned that the number of 

incidents reported by the customers is the most important metric to measure. It directly 

implies the quality of products and customer satisfaction. 

The dashboard should enable an analysis of the performance of the testing process. 

Testing related issues were mentioned by many of the interviewees to require further 

improvement. Both manual and automatized testing are performed within the case 

company and the major objective related to it is to increase the automatic testing and its 

coverage. However, there is currently no means to measure it and the number of test cases 

is used instead to analyze the trend of the testing. The understanding of the test readiness 

and coverage is acquired by tracking the automated test cases against a specific epic or 

initiative.  

Overall, the count of completed test cases, automated test cases, and manual test cases 

are tracked. Especially the number of automated test cases of all test cases is being 

analyzed. One interviewee highlighted that a trend view related to testing is required per 

team, per release, and release train. This could be used to see how things are progressing 

and what the forecast would be based on the trend of the past sprints. The forecast could 

be used to see when work is expected to be completed. One suggestion was to measure 

the velocity of the testing performed. 
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5.3.2 Practical implementation of the dashboards 

In this section, the practical implementations and functionalities of the designed 

dashboards are discussed. As a starting point, it was decided that to ensure the simplicity 

of the development, only the Azure DevOps is used as the data source for the solution. It 

was identified as the primary data storage for the program-related data while other data 

sources such as ERP can be incorporated into the dashboard in the future. 

Release dashboard 

The release dashboard has its primary scope on the release and its contents. The primary 

metrics in it are release schedule and readiness. The first page of the dashboard gives an 

overview of the releases, their states, and schedules. Also, details of the important metrics 

such as bug count and risks related to the release are given. A release list will be drawn 

with an opportunity to drill through to the more specific release related reports. These 

reports contain initiatives, risks, and bugs associated with the release.   

The initiative report of the dashboard gives an overview of the initiatives concerning the 

selected release. A list of initiatives is drawn showing the readiness rate of the initiative 

calculated based on the rate of epics closed within the initiative. Also, more specific 

details showing the total number of epics, the number of closed epics, and the number of 

open epics will be shown. A pie graph is drawn showing the count of initiatives by their 

states. The initiative list also provides an opportunity to drill through to the details page 

illustrating the epics beneath the initiative. The details page shows the same metrics as 

for the initiative report but the epics. 

The risk report shows the risks affecting the release. The report presents a list of risks that 

have been identified to have impacts on the delivery of the release. The risk types, states, 

impacts, severities, and magnitudes of the risks will be illustrated, and a matrix will be 

drawn showing the count of risks in the respective categories. Especially the risks with 

the highest magnitude, meaning the risks that cannot be accepted will be highlighted.  

The dashboard also enables measurement of the release quality through the defect count. 

The count of defects related to the release will be calculated. The defect report gives an 

in-depth presentation of the bugs, their states, and severities. Also, the defects will be 
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classified according to their sources since the defects are classified as customer tests, 

internal tests, and production bugs.  

Release train and team dashboard 

The first page of the dashboard gives an overview of the most important release train level 

KPIs. First, it allows the user to select a specific release train(s) to be analyzed. Once the 

release train has been selected, a matrix will show a list of all the individual teams that 

work under the train. The matrix will show the highlights of the individual team level 

reports. Also, drill through to the separate report pages is provided.  

The second page of the dashboard shows the increment and sprint results by release trains 

and teams. This report can be used for sprint and increment reviews. On the page, there 

is a possibility to select the increment and sprint(s) that are to be assessed. Based on the 

selection, a cycle time graph will be drawn for the release train and the selected team. 

There is also an opportunity to select which work items are to be included in the cycle 

time graph, meaning features, user stories, or bugs. Also, velocity will be measured, and 

a graph will be drawn showing the count of completed work items during the sprints. The 

page will also provide insights into the count of bugs, their statuses, and severities.  

The third page of the dashboard provides an overview of the testing performance of the 

release trains and teams. First, the release train or team is to be selected. The report will 

create a filtered list of the test cases showing the title, test type, test usage, quality area, 

and the automation status for them. Based on the outcomes of the test cases, a pass rate 

and progress rate will be calculated for the testing performance of the release trains and 

teams. Also, a pie graph will be drawn showing the test cases by the automation status 

indicating the coverage of test automation cases of all test cases.  

Table 6 below summarizes the designed dashboards that were discussed. In the table, the 

primary scope, objectives, metrics and work items for the dashboards are discussed. Also, 

the identified primary use cases for the dashboards are given. 
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 Release dashboard Release train & team dashboard 

Scope Releases (products) Release train, 

team performance 

Objectives Measure the schedule and 

readiness of the releases, 

Track the quality of products, 

Assess the risks affecting the 

releases 

Evaluate the performance of the 

increments and sprints, 

Assess the quality of product 

development, 

Analyze the performance of the 

testing process 

Metrics Release schedule, work items 

closed (count and percentage), 

bugs, risks 

Cycle time, velocity, test cases, bugs 

Work items Release, initiative, epic Feature, user story, bug 

Usage Release review, initiative follow-

up, risk management 

Sprint review, increment review, 

monthly review (train and team 

performance) 

 

Table 6: Summary of the designed dashboards 
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5.4 Next steps 

In this section, the next steps with the BI dashboard are demonstrated. As discussed within 

the literature review, the lifecycle of a BI solution is a continuous process starting with 

the identification of business requirements and proceeding towards continuous 

improvement (Gangadharan & Swami 2004, Elbashir & Williams 2007, Larson & Chang 

2016). This research process comprised defining the business requirements and designing 

the dashboard (see figure 26). The following phases of the process are development, 

testing, and implementation. Writing this thesis, the development of the BI solution has 

already begun, and a testing and implementation plan has been conducted.  

 

 

Figure 26: Research timeline contrasted to the BI lifecycle 

As discovered during the literature review, the development approach should be 

incremental, and business-driven (Yeoh & Koronios 2010). This means that a high level 

of user involvement is required for the system to meet the users’ needs. The users were 

highly involved during the identification of business requirements and design phases. The 

users were interviewed to identify the requirements and the designed dashboard was also 

discussed with them before proceeding to the development phase. During the 

development, a prototype of the dashboard was introduced to the users, and feedback for 

further development was collected.   

According to the literature, the implementation of a BI system is a complex undertaking 

that requires appropriate infrastructure and resources over a lengthy period (Yeoh & 

Koronios 2010). Especially, it requires user training and readiness to conduct adjustments 
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to the system based on new needs. Also, in this case, there needs to be a readiness to carry 

out user training for the user groups. This means that once the dashboard has been 

developed and tested, the users should be invited to a session in which the functionality 

of the dashboard is instructed by going through some common use cases. 

The continuous improvement phase contains the identification of further process 

improvement opportunities (Gangadharan & Swami 2004, Elbashir & Williams 2007). In 

this case, the natural way to continue is to scale up the BI solution to the entire unit level. 

For instance, during the interviews, one interviewee mentioned that there has been a will 

to create dashboards for all the stakeholder groups containing the information they need 

and hence reduce the need for the reporting streams. The natural next step for scaling up 

the BI solution is to expand to the product management organization.  

The empirical research also indicated that there is a clear need of incorporating financial 

metrics within the program dashboard. As a starting point of development, these were 

decided to be descoped to implement the first version more effortlessly. This is because 

currently there isn’t a feasible technical possibility of combining them within the same 

report since it would require modifications to the current systems to enable the mapping 

of this data. However, it was decided that e.g. during the continuous improvement phase, 

the possibility of including them within the dashboards is assessed and reconsidered.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the conclusions are presented including the key findings of the study. 

Especially the answers to the research questions are presented and the managerial and 

scientific contribution of this study is elaborated. Also, the limitations of this study are 

discussed and some topical areas for future research are presented.  

6.1 Findings and practical implications 

This study aimed at improving the performance management practices of the agile 

programs in the case company. Especially, this study examined the programs and their 

objectives and derived performance metrics out of them to be incorporated in the BI 

solution.  

The following research questions were used:  

1. How can business intelligence be used in agile program management? 

2. Which metrics should be used to measure the performance of agile programs 

according to existing literature and empirical findings? 

3. How should business intelligence be utilized in developing the performance 

management practices of the case company? 

6.1.1 Business intelligence in agile programs 

The literature review was conducted to reach an answer to the first research question. 

First of all, there was a need to define the concept of agile program management since 

the existing literature on the topic was rather limited. In this study, agile program 

management was identified to bring together the traditional program concept and the 

concept of agile. The literature revealed that programs are traditionally seen as entities 

with a determined purpose and predefined expectations. They are rather long-term 

undertakings that don’t necessarily have a fixed timeframe or a clearly defined 

deliverable. They are also increasingly used for the management of multiple interrelated 

projects  
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Agile program management takes the traditional program concept and adapts it to the 

agile environment. The existing literature revealed that agile program management brings 

value through operations by acting as a link between business strategy and the projects of 

the organization. This was also confirmed in this study since the program concept of the 

case company was identified as a continuous function that organizes the product 

development operations. There are various opinions on which organizational elements are 

identified as programs but the most obvious and important one is the agile release train 

that is used for the management and coordination of multiple agile teams that are working 

in a project form during the increments and sprints.  

Business intelligence commonly refers to a managerial philosophy and a tool used to help 

organizations to manage and refine business information to make more effective business 

decisions In practice, BI is used to automatize the process of transforming data into 

knowledge and the most common use of BI is through dashboards.  According to the 

literature review, the implementation of a BI system is a complex function and requires 

resources over a lengthy period. The business intelligence process can be illustrated via 

Choo’s (2002) information management cycle starting with the identification of 

information needs and acquiring the information to be utilized in the development of the 

business intelligence solution. 

Business intelligence is most commonly used for performance management. This is also 

how its usage intertwines in the agile program management context. The literature review 

revealed that performance management covers the methods, metrics, processes, and tools 

that are used for managing the performance of the programs. It was identified that BI has 

potential in improving the performance management practices of the programs by 

creating solutions that automatically retrieve the data from the data storages and illustrates 

the metrics and KPIs to the users through dashboards. Also, BI is beneficial in 

understanding the trends and future directions of the agile programs. This process may 

lead to increased efficiency within the daily working methods but also to give insights 

into the business that might not be had otherwise. Especially it appeared to be useful in 

tracking the performance of the agile programs and the teams operating within them.  
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6.1.2 Performance metrics in agile programs 

The second research question was answered through the literature review and 

accompanied by the empirical findings. It appears that agile metrics have been a rather 

popular research topic concerning agile software development in general. However, the 

knowledge of the metrics to be used especially at the program level is missing. That is 

what this research contributes towards. However, the metrics identified in this study are 

primarily directed for the case company, but they may have practical value in other 

circumstances as well.  

As discussed above within the first research question, agile programs take characteristics 

of traditional programs and the agile principles. Therefore, also the performance metrics 

in them are defined by the characteristics of those. Traditionally the performance of the 

programs is defined in terms of meeting the cost, time, and quality criteria. However, this 

definition is rather narrow, and hence in this study, it was expanded to better acknowledge 

the complexity of the programs. Some commonly identified metrics for traditional 

programs were discussed during the literature review to contain budget, costs, resources, 

schedule, risks, and milestones. 

The contemporary literature indicated that agile techniques increase the need for new 

measurement approaches. Literature suggested some commonly used metrics in agile to 

include e.g. velocity, effort estimate, and cycle time. Combination of the agile specific 

metrics with the more traditional project management metrics, such as budget, risks, and 

milestones, acts as a good foundation for the performance metrics of agile programs. 

However, in the agile process, metrics are often selected based on the company and its 

requirements so the generalizability of the metrics may be difficult. 

The empirical findings of this study revealed the metrics used in the agile programs to be 

heavily related to the internal processes of the case company. It turned out that cycle time 

and velocity are the most important metrics used in measuring the performance of the 

agile programs. They are commonly used both at the program and team level to track how 

the release trains and teams are performing. The performance of the agile teams is 

primarily analyzed in terms of sprint velocity and cycle time, containing the measures of 

user stories and bugs. Also, the outcome of the increments is important and for that 

purpose, the cycle time and velocity are measured on the feature level.  
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Other performance metrics based on empirical research contain the count of internal and 

external bugs, which are a major indicator of the quality perspective. From the financial 

perspective, the metrics contain actual costs, meaning the cost accumulated by the 

production, budget, full-time-equivalent, and effort. Budget and costs are direct measures 

while resources and effort can be identified to be major contributors to the costs. The 

effort estimate is generally identified as the main cost of software development since it 

includes the human effort required for the design, coding, and testing activities of the 

software product.  

The research indicated that testing performance is a common subject to be measured in 

the agile environment. The literature review suggested test coverage as the most important 

metric for it. However, in companies that aim at the efficiency of the testing by 

performing the majority of the test cases automatically, the count of automated test cases 

in comparison to the manual test cases is another important measure showing the trend of 

it. In this case, the coverage of automated test cases is an important metric. 

In this research, also new metrics were suggested for measuring the performance of the 

agile programs. The metrics were derived out of organizational goals to ensure their 

relevance. Some of the most notable program objectives identified in this study contain 

productivity, predictability, quality, and schedule. The metrics were defined concerning 

these objectives. Some of the suggested metrics were all new such as the metric to 

measure the readiness as the percentage of work items closed. Especially considering the 

initiatives closed of total initiatives were suggested as a metric for assessing the readiness 

of the releases. The same metric applies also for lower hierarchy items such as initiatives 

by measuring the count of completed epics.   

6.1.3 Development of the performance management practices 

The answer to the third research question was acquired through the empirical part of this 

study. With empirical research, a business intelligence dashboard was designed using the 

design science research method (DSRM). The dashboard was targeted to tackle the 

problems with the existing performance management practices of the case company 

especially related to performance measurement.  The problems to be solved were 

preliminarily identified through a survey that indicated several issues within the current 

practices of the case company. Some of the most notable being improving the efficiency 
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of the performance reporting process and reducing the time used for manual reporting 

practices. 

The empirical research indicated that there is room for improvement what comes to 

aligning the performance metrics with business objectives. This was targeted within this 

study by first identifying the objectives and categorizing them according to the 

dimensions of the balanced scorecard (BSC). And then using a structured way of deriving 

the metrics from the organizational goals with the goal-question-metric (GQM) approach. 

This was done to increase the understanding of the motivation for the usage of the metrics. 

The selected metrics were then used in the design process of the BI dashboard.  

A lifecycle model was used for designing the BI solution starting with the identification 

of business requirements. According to the identified requirements, the BI dashboard was 

designed to satisfy the needs of the primary stakeholders of this study. The dashboard 

was designed based on the identified performance reporting responsibilities of the 

stakeholders. It was designed primarily to improve the efficiency of the current reporting 

practices with an ultimate goal to reduce the need for regular reporting activities and to 

provide new capabilities to gain insights into the data. For instance, it should enable better 

analysis of the historical data and give new insights to the underlying trends by 

contrasting the data to the time function.  

The overall use of the dashboard was classified into two dimensions: release dimension 

and release train and team dimension. It was identified that there is a different kind of 

need for performance reporting on these dimensions. The most important release-related 

objective is to measure the schedule and readiness of the releases. Also, it was identified 

that quality and risks are significant factors in achieving the release schedule and contents 

as well. The primary work items included in this dimension are the top-three of the 

backlog hierarchy, i.e. releases, initiatives, and epics.  

Release trains and teams are the primary scope in the organizational dimension. The 

empirical research indicated that there is a need to evaluate the release trains’ and teams’ 

performance during the increments and sprints. It appeared that this kind of reporting is 

arranged primarily during the sprint, increment, and monthly reviews. Therefore, it 

proved out to be beneficial to design a separate dashboard with the primary scope of 

assessing the performance during the predefined durations of sprints and increments.  
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The research also indicated that the targets for the performance metrics are not 

comprehensively clear. For some of the metrics such as the cycle time and velocity the 

purpose and target of measurement are commonly recognized but e.g. the targets 

associated with quality and testing are not clear to all the stakeholders. Furthermore, it 

turned out that the case company doesn’t have any documentation of the metrics. This is 

one thing that might also increase the understanding of the metrics and their targets.  

It was also evident that the common understanding of business intelligence needs to be 

increased within the case company. The participants of this study have very high 

expectations for the BI utilization even though they don’t know the realities of it. It was 

planned that while putting the dashboard into operation, user training should be arranged 

to demonstrate the dashboard in practice but also to increase the understanding of BI.  

6.2 Scientific implications and suggestions for further research 

While conducting this research it turned out that the existing research on the topic of agile 

program management is rather limited. In this study, a holistic definition for the concept 

was given by combining the existing program management literature with the agile 

perspective on programs and projects. The agile software development and traditional 

program management as such have been very popular research topics but within the 

combination of those not much previous research has been conducted. Overall, this 

research is one of the first ones conducted about the agile program management topic. 

However, this research didn’t solely introduce the agile program management concept 

but also introduced performance metrics to be used in it. Existing research on the program 

management topic (e.g. Pellegrinelli 1997, Archibald 2003, Blomquist & Müller 2006, 

Artto & Dietrich 2007, Artto et al. 2009),  and on the topic of agile management (e.g. 

Anderson 2004, Chin 2004, Dingsøyr et al. 2010, Sheffield & Lémateyr 2013, Conforto 

et al. 2014, Lappi et al. 2018) were reviewed to discuss the foundations for performance 

management in agile programs. Especially in this study, the common agile metrics (e.g. 

Misra & Omorodion 2011, Todorovic et al. 2013, Kupiainen et al. 2015) were assessed 

in the agile program context. As an outcome, a comprehensive list of performance metrics 

to be used in the management of agile programs was composed. These were also cross-

checked to the case company and as a conclusion, a list of confirmed agile program 

metrics was created. This list could be also used as a foundation for further research. 
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Also, there is a lot of previous research on the business intelligence topic from the 

technical perspective, but rather little research has been conducted about its use cases in 

the project-oriented business. In this study, the selected research articles suitable for this 

study (e.g. Gangadharan & Swami 2004, Elbashir & Williams 2007, Negash & Gray 

2008, Larson & Chang 2016, Laursen & Thorlund 2016, Popovič et al. 2019 , etc.) were 

reviewed in order to identify the use cases of BI in project-based organizations. This 

research also contributes to the deficit by describing one extensive use case and presents 

a timeline for the BI solution in the context. In practice, this research described the way 

business intelligence can be used in program management through performance 

management practices. 

There would be potential further research opportunities considering the deficits of this 

study. This research gives an overview of the program and team levels and of the agile 

software development organizations especially considering the performance metrics and 

measurement practices. One potential topic for further research would be to expand the 

research to the unit level. It would be interesting to gain insights into the underlying 

reasons why the program level activities are done as they are. This includes the 

identification of the factors on how the objectives and targets have been set for agile 

programs. All in all, this research considered the direct program managers of the case 

company. Nevertheless, to achieve a more holistic perspective on the topic it would 

require the involvement of the diverse stakeholders contributing to the programs 

indirectly. For instance, some evident stakeholders would be product management, 

operative product owner, unit head, and members of the agile team.  

6.3 Limitations of the study 

This research has some limitations, which should be considered when interpreting the 

results. First of all, the scope of the research was intentionally limited to solely cover the 

program level of the organization. This allows thorough analysis of the program level 

practices but blurs the visibility to the other levels of the organization which may distort 

the big picture.  For instance, this research did not directly consider the individual teams 

when analyzing their way of working. Therefore, this research is primarily applicable to 

agile trains.  
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Due to the potentially rather large topic area of this study, it was decided to limit the 

number of interviewees accurately. The survey and interviews were arranged only for the 

direct target users of the designed solution. This leads to a situation in which the designed 

solution is useful for the selected target group, but the conclusions made out of the 

research may be poorly generalized outside the research environment. Survey and 

interview as research methods also rely heavily on the formatting of the questions and on 

how the questions are interpreted. Especially within the Likert-scaled survey, the 

respondents' contemporary state of mind influences significantly on the answers. 

The research was conducted as a case study and the author was working inside the case 

company. This means that the research may be affected by the subjectivity of the author. 

Also, since the study was conducted in the specific environment of the case company it 

can be questioned whether the results of this study can be generalized to other 

circumstances. This research only considers the characteristics of the software industry 

which limits the generalizability of the results heavily. Furthermore, the research was 

conducted for one unit of the case company meaning that the results can’t be directly 

generalized even at the entire organization level not to mention the entire software 

industry.  

Also, the research relied heavily on existing research conducted in the topical areas. The 

majority of the existing literature was published in scientifically recognized journals and 

books but some of the topics required relying on facts that were available on web pages. 

Therefore, it is possible that all the facts used in this paper are not the absolute 

scientifically recognized truth.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: Survey Questionnaire 

Primarily Likert-scaled questions (1-5) and open-ended questions.  

1. Background 

 Current job position 

a. Release Train Manager 

b. Solution Train Manager 

 Experience in current position  

a. less than 1 year 

b. 1 to 5 years 

c. more than 5 years 

 What are your main responsibilities? 

 Time used weekly to create reports 

a. Less than one hour 

b. 1-5 hours 

c. 5-10 hours 

d. more than 10 hours 

 Time used monthly to create reports 

a. Less than one hour 

b. 1-5 hours 

c. 5-10 hours 

d. more than 10 hours 

2. Program reporting process 

 I am familiar with the targets associated with program reporting. (1-5) 

 I find the current reporting processes and tools to support the achievement of 

targets. (1-5) 

 I identify the reporting process as an important contributor towards successful 

product delivery. (1-5) 

 In my opinion program reporting is arranged to be easy and effective. (1-5) 

 I recognize the roles and responsibilities in the reporting process. (1-5) 
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 Who are the main stakeholders involved in the reporting process? What do you 

identify as their main responsibilities during the process? 

 Additional comments related to reporting practices. 

3. Data 

 I know where the data I need is stored. (1-5) 

 I need to collect data from several different systems. (1-5) 

 The data I need is easily available. (1-5) 

 The data I need is of good quality. (1-5) 

 It is common that manual steps are needed to process the data I need. (1-5) 

 What data is needed for your reporting purposes? What are the systems in which 

the data is stored? 

 Additional comments related to data. 

4. Metrics and KPIs 

 I am familiar with metrics related to the programs I'm involved in. (1-5) 

 I am familiar with KPIs related to the programs I'm involved in. (1-5) 

 I think the metrics and KPIs are well align with the business targets. (1-5) 

 I think there is appropriate number of metrics and KPIs to be followed. (1-5) 

 I think that the definitions of metrics and KPIs are clearly documented and 

generally available. (1-5) 

 What is the main motivation of using metrics and KPIs in your program? 

 What metrics and KPIs are regularly followed in your program? How often are 

these followed? (e.g. weekly/monthly) 

 Which metrics and KPIs have the highest level of business importance and why? 

 Additional comments related to metrics and KPIs. 

5. Business intelligence 

 I am familiar with the basic concept of business intelligence. (1-5) 

 I find business intelligence applicable for program management. (1-5) 

 I think that business intelligence could further improve the efficiency of my work 

activities. (1-5) 

 I am happy with the current availability rate of business intelligence solutions in 

my unit. (1-5) 

 I can imagine business intelligence dashboard replacing majority of the current 

report templates. (1-5) 
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 I have previous experience using business intelligence in my current position. 

(y/n) 

 In which use cases have you used business intelligence? (if you answered yes to 

the question above) 

 What purposes do you think business intelligence is the most applicable for? 

What are your expectations for the business intelligence usage in the program 

management domain? 

 Free word about the topic. 

APPENDIX 2: Interview Questionnaire  

A: Background 

 How long have you been working in the company and in what positions?  

 Are you involved in one or more programs? What is your role and main 

responsibilities in those? 

B: Programs and their objectives 

 How do you define a program?  

 Could you tell briefly of the programs you are involved in. When did they start and 

when are they planned to end? What regular activities do the programs have? 

 What are the main targets of the program you are involved in? (how does it create 

value) 

 How have these targets been defined and who has set the targets? 

 Are there specific target levels associated with achieving the objectives? How is the 

rate of achieving the targets measured?  

 Do you find the targets reasonable and achievable? 

 What have you found most surprising about the practices of the programs? Would 

you like to change something in the practices? 

C: Metrics and measurement 

 What metrics and KPIs do you use and follow regularly? 

 Why were these metrics selected? Which factors affected the choice of these 

metrics? (e.g. tradition, command, development method, customers) 
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 Were you involved in the selection of the metrics? Are you following some 

voluntary/additional metrics? 

 Have the metrics and measurement methods been clear since the beginning of the 

program? How do you get information about these metrics? 

 How do you measure and get data for following? 

o Quality 

o Budget 

o Costs 

o Risks 

o Milestones 

o Velocity 

o Cycle Time 

o Bugs 

o Testing 

 For what purposes do you primarily use metrics? (e.g. planning, monitoring, 

decision making, development) 

 Do you find some metrics more important than others? Why? 

 Which metric do you find the hardest to measure? 

 Do you have some improvement ideas concerning the metrics and measurement? 

Have the metrics and measurement methods been clear since the beginning of the 

program? How do you get information about these metrics? 

 

D: Reporting practices 

 

 To whom and how often do you report forward the program progress? 

 What are the main activities related to the reporting? Which of these are the most 

time consuming? (data collection, report creation) 

 What tools are you using for reporting? Has there been any issues? 

 What systems do you use for the data acquisition? How do you process the data? 

 What kind of visualizations do you find best for reporting? 

 Has there been any difficulties with reporting? 

 Do you hope some kind of improvement concerning the current reporting practices? 

Can you show or provide me any specific reporting material that you are using? 
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